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Abstract
In this paper we develop group extension theory over an o-minimal structure N and use it
to describe N-de%nable solvable groups. We prove an o-minimal analogue of the Lie–Kolchin–
Mal’cev theorem and we describe N-de%nable G-modules and N-de%nable rings.
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1. Introduction
We work inside an o-minimal structure N = (N;¡ ; : : :) and therefore de%nable
means N-de%nable. We assume the reader’s familiarity with basic o-minimality (see
[3]). We start by recalling some basic notions and results on de%nable groups that will
be used through the paper.
Hrushovski gives in [9] a proof of Weil’s Theorem that an algebraic group can be
recovered from birational data. This proof is adapted by Pillay in [24] (see Proposition
2.5 in [24]) to show that a de%nable group G can be equipped with a unique de%n-
able manifold structure making the group into a topological group, and that de%nable
homomorphisms between de%nable groups are topological homomorphisms. In fact, as
remarked in [19, Fact 1.10 and Lemma 1.11], if N is an o-minimal expansion of a
real closed %eld then G, equipped with the above unique de%nable manifold structure,
is a Cp group for all p∈N; and de%nable homomorphisms between de%nable groups
are Cp homomorphisms for all p∈N. Moreover, by [19, Lemma 2.17], the de%nable
manifold structure on a de%nable subgroup is the sub-manifold structure.
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By [24] Remark 2.13(ii) de%nable groups satisfy the descending chain condition
(DCC) on de%nable subgroups. This is used to show that the de%nably-connected com-
ponent of the identity G0 of a de%nable group G is the smallest de%nable subgroup of G
of %nite index ([24, Proposition 2.12]). Also an in%nite de%nable group G has an in%-
nite de%nable abelian subgroup ([24, Corollary 2.15 (i)]). Any de%nable subgroup H of
G is closed and the following are equivalent (see [24, Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.11]):
(i) H has %nite index in G.
(ii) dimH = dimG.
(iii) H contains an open neighbourhood of the identity element of G.
(iv) H is open in G.
Finally, by [27, Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 5.8] an in%nite abelian de%nable group G
has unbounded exponent and the subgroup Tor(G) of torsion points of G is countable.
In particular, if N is ℵ0-saturated then G has an element of in%nite order.
One-dimensional de%nable manifolds are classi%ed in [25, Proposition 2] and the fol-
lowing is deduced. Suppose that G is a one-dimensional de%nably-connected de%nable
group. Then by [24, Corollary 2.15 (ii)] G is abelian, and G is either torsion-free or
for each prime p the set of p-torsion points of G has p elements. In the former case
G is an ordered abelian divisible de%nably simple de%nable group.
Note that if I is a one-dimensional de%nably-connected ordered de%nable group, then
the structure I induced byN on I (that is, for all n¿ 1 the I-de%nable subsets of I n
are the de%nable subsets of I n) is an o-minimal structure with domain I . In particular,
we have the following results from [14] (see Theorem A, Proposition 3.3 and Theorem
C respectively). Suppose that (I; 0; 1;+;¡) is a one-dimensional de%nably-connected,
torsion-free, de%nable group, where 1 is a %xed positive element. Let (I) be the
division ring of all I-de%nable endomorphisms of (I; 0;+). Then exactly one of the
following holds:
(1) I is linearly bounded with respect to + (i.e, for every I-de%nable function
f : I → I there is r ∈(I) such that limx→+∞ [f(x)− rx]∈ I).
(2) There is an I-de%nable binary operation · such that (I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) is a real
closed %eld.
Also, up to I-de%nable isomorphism, there is at most one I-de%nable group (I; 0; ∗)
such that I is linearly bounded with respect to ∗ and at most one I-de%nable (real
closed) %eld (I; 0; 1;⊕;⊗). Moreover, by [14, Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 1.7], the
following are equivalent:
(i) I is linearly bounded with respect to +.
(ii) For every I-de%nable function f :A × I → I , where A ⊆ I n, there are r1; : : : ;
rl ∈(I) such that for every a∈A there is i∈{1; : : : ; l} with limx→+∞ [f(a; x)−
rix]∈ I .
(iii) There is no in%nite de%nable subset of (I).
Let (I; 0; 1;+;¡) be as above and let =(I). Then I is called semi-bounded if
every I-de%nable set is already de%nable in the reduct
(I; 0; 1;+;¡ ; (Bk)k∈K ; ()∈);
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of I where (Bk)k∈K is the collection of all bounded I-de%nable sets. According to
[4, Fact 1.6], the following are equivalent:
(i) I is semi-bounded.
(ii) There is no I-de%nable function between a bounded and an unbounded subinterval
of I .
(iii) There is no I-de%nable (real closed) %eld with domain an unbounded subinterval
of I (equivalently there is no I-de%nable (real closed) %eld with domain I).
(iv) For every I-de%nable function f : I → I there are r ∈, x0 ∈ I and c∈ I such
that f(x) = rx + c for all x¿x0.
(v) I satis%es the “structure theorem”.
Note that by the remarks above, if I is semi-bounded, then up to I-de%nable
isomorphism, (I; 0;+) is the only I-de%nable group with domain I . In this case we
call (I; 0;+) the additive group of I.
Let (I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) be a real closed %eld de%nable in N. Let K(I) be the ordered
%eld of all I-de%nable endomorphisms of the multiplicative group (I¿0; ·; 1). The %eld
addition on K(I) is pointwise multiplication and the multiplication is composition.
Note that the map from K(I) to I which sends  into ′(1) is an embedding of
ordered %elds. The elements of K(I) are called power functions and for ∈K(I)
with ′(1) = r we write (x) = xr . By [13, Theorem 3.5] exactly one of the following
holds:
(1) I is power bounded (i.e., for every I-de%nable function f : I → I there is
r ∈K(I) such that ultimately |f(x)|¡xr).
(2) I is exponential (i.e., there is an I-de%nable ordered group isomorphism
e : (I; 0;+;¡)→ (I¿0; 1; ·;¡)).
Moreover, by [13, Theorem 4.1], the following are equivalent:
(i) I is power bounded.
(ii) For every I-de%nable function f :A × I → I , where A ⊆ I n, there are r1; : : : ;
rl ∈K(I) such that for every a∈A, if the function x → f(a; x) is ultimately
nonzero then, there is i∈{1; : : : ; l} with limx→+∞ [f(a; x)=xri ]∈ I .
(iii) There is no in%nite de%nable subset of K(I).
Note the following: if G is an I-de%nably-connected, I-de%nable, one-dimensional
torsion-free group, then G is I-de%nably isomorphic to an I-de%nable group (I; 0; ∗)
with domain I . Also, as we saw before, there are (up to I-de%nable isomorphism)
at most two I-de%nably-connected, I-de%nable one-dimensional torsion-free groups
(one of these groups is the additive group (I; 0;+) of I and the other one, if it exists,
is the unique I-de%nable group (I; 0; ∗) with respect to which I is linearly bounded).
The Miller–Starchenko conjecture says that in an o-minimal expansion I of a %eld
(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡), every I-de%nably-connected, I-de%nable one-dimensional torsion-free
group is I-de%nably isomorphic to either (I; 0;+) or (I¿0; 1; ·). If I is power bounded,
then since (I; 0;+) and (I¿0; 1; ·) are not I-de%nably isomorphic, the conjecture holds.
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Suppose that the Miller–Starchenko conjecture does not hold for I. Then I is expo-
nential, and we call the unique I-de%nable group G=(I; 0; ∗) which is not I-de%nably
isomorphic to (I; 0;+) or (I¿0; 1; ·) the Miller–Starchenko group of I. Note the fol-
lowing (see Lemma 5.4):  :G → (I; 0;+) is an abstract C1 isomorphism iN for all
s∈G, we have ′(s) @∗@x (0; s) = ′(0) where, for all t; s∈G, we set ∗(t; s) = t ∗ s. This
says exactly that  is PfaOan over (I; 0; 1;+; ·; ∗;¡) in the sense of [26]. (Note that,
by associativity of ∗, for all s∈G, we have @∗@x (0; s) = 0).
We now describe the main results of this paper, starting with a preliminary de%nition.
Denition 1.1. Let I = (I;¡I ; : : :) and J = (J;¡J ; : : :) be two o-minimal structures
de%nable in N. We say that I and J are globally orthogonal if there is no de%nable
bijection between I and J .
The trichotomy theorem from [21] and the theory of non-orthogonality from [19]
are used to prove the following:
Corollary 3.11. Let U be a de9nable group and A a de9nable normal subgroup of
U . Then there is a de9nable extension 1→ A→ U j→G → 1 with a de9nable section
s :G → U .
If in Corollary 3.11 we take A to be the de%nable radical of U , i.e. the maximal
de%nably-connected, de%nable solvable normal subgroup of U , we get that G is either
%nite or de%nably semi-simple, i.e. it has no in%nite proper abelian de%nable normal
subgroup. De%nably semi-simple de%nable groups are classi%ed in [19, Theorem 4.1]
(see also [19,21]). We denote by G the structure (G; ·) where · is the group operation
of G.
Theorem 1.2 (Peterzil et al. [19]). Suppose that G is a G-de9nably-connected, de9n-
ably semi-simple de9nable group. Then G =G1 × · · · ×Gl and for each i∈{1; : : : ; l}
there is an o-minimal expansion Ii of a real closed 9eld de9nable in N such
that, for all j = i, Ij is globally orthogonal to Ii and Gi is Ii-de9nably iso-
morphic to a Ii-semi-algebraic subgroup of GL(ni; Ii) which is a direct product of
Ii-semi-algebraically simple, Ii-semi-algebraic subgroups of GL(ni; Ii).
Theorem 1.2 together with Corollary 3.11, reduces the classi%cation of de%nable
groups to the classi%cation of de%nable solvable groups. Corollary 3.11 allows us to
develop group extension theory with abelian and non-abelian kernel over N. We use
this theory to prove the results below for de%nable solvable groups. But before outlining
these we need two more de%nitions.
Denition 1.3 (Peterzil and Steinhorn [23]). Let G be a de%nable group. We say that
G is de9nably compact if for every de%nable continuous embedding #:(a; b) ⊆ N →
G, where −∞6 a¡b6 + ∞, there are c; d∈G such that limx→a+ #(x) = c and
limx→b− #(x) = d, where the limits are taken with respect to the topology on G.
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Denition 1.4. Let I=(I;¡I ; : : :) be an o-minimal structure de%nable in N. We say
that an I-de%nable abelian group U has no I-de9nably compact parts if there are
I-de%nable subgroups 1 =U0¡U1¡ · · ·¡Un =U such that, for each j∈{1; : : : ; n},
the group Uj=Uj−1 is a one-dimensional I-de%nably-connected, torsion-free I-de%nable
group. We say that an I-de%nable solvable group U has no I-de9nably compact parts
if U has I-de%nable subgroups 1 = U0 E U1 E · · · E Un = U such that, for each
i∈{1; : : : ; n}, the group Ui=Ui−1 is an I-de%nable abelian group with no I-de%nably
compact parts.
Finally, we say that a de%nable solvable group U has no de9nably compact parts
if U has no N-de%nably compact parts.
Here we prove the following result about de%nably compact de%nable groups. This
result already appeared in [22, Corollary 5.4] but under the additional assumption
that N has de%nable Skolem functions (with a proof using the theory of
∨
-de%nable
groups). Here we give a more direct proof with no assumptions on N.
Corollary 4.8. Let U be a de9nably compact, de9nably-connected de9nable group.
Then U is either abelian or U=Z(U ) is a de9nably semi-simple de9nable group. In
particular, if U is solvable then it is abelian.
Corollary 4.8 and the next result reduce the classi%cation of de%nable solvable groups
to the classi%cation of de%nably compact de%nable abelian groups and of I-de%nable
solvable groups with no I-de%nably compact parts. Here I is an o-minimal expansion
of a real closed %eld de%nable in N.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that U is a de9nably-connected de9nable solvable group. Then
U has a de9nable normal subgroup V such that U=V is a de9nably compact de9n-
able solvable group and V = K × W1 × · · · × Ws × V1 × · · · × Vk . Here K is the
de9nably-connected de9nably compact normal subgroup of U of maximal dimension.
For each j∈{1; : : : ; s} (resp., i∈{1; : : : ; k}), there is a semi-bounded o-minimal ex-
pansion Jj of a group (resp., an o-minimal expansion Ii of a real closed 9eld)
de9nable in N all of which are pairwise globally orthogonal such that Wj is a direct
product of copies of the additive group of Jj and Vi is de9nably isomorphic to an
Ii-de9nable solvable group with no Ii-de9nably compact parts.
The next result describes I-de%nable solvable groups with no I-de%nably compact
parts where I = (I; 0; 1;+; : : : ;¡ ; : : :) is an arbitrary o-minimal expansion of a real
closed %eld.
Theorem 5.10. Let I=(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡ ; : : :) be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed
9eld and let U be an I-de9nable solvable group with no I-de9nably compact
parts. Then U =W × V where W is the maximal I-de9nable subgroup of U which
is a direct product of copies of the linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free
I-de9nable group. The group V is an I-de9nable group such that Z(V ) has an
I-de9nable subgroup Z such that Z(V )=Z is a direct product of copies of the linearly
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bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable group. There are I-de9nable sub-
groups 1¡Z1¡ · · ·¡Zm = Z such that, for each l∈{1; : : : ; m}, the group Zl=Zl−1
is the additive group of I, and there is an I-de9nable embedding of V=Z(V ) into
GL(n; I).
Peterzil and Steinhorn ask in [23] if a de%nable abelian group U of dimension two
and with no de%nably compact parts is a direct product of one-dimensional de%nably-
connected torsion-free de%nable groups. For solvable de%nable groups with no de%n-
ably compact parts, Theorems 5.8 and 5.10 above reduce this problem to the case
where U is an I-de%nable group, I is an o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld
(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) de%nable in N and we have an I-de%nable extension 1 → A →
U → G → 1 where A = (I; 0;+) and G = (I; 0; ∗) is a one-dimensional torsion-free
I-de%nable group. We prove (see Lemma 5.5) that in this case there is an I-de%nable
2-cocycle c∈Z2I(G; A) for U such that U is I-de%nably isomorphic to A×G iN there
is an I-de%nable function  :G → A such that ′(s) @∗@x (0; s) = ′(0) − @c@x (0; s) for
all s∈G.
Let I be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld (I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) and sup-
pose that we have an abelian I-de%nable extension 1 → A → U → G → 1 (i.e.,
U is abelian) where A = (I; 0;+) and G = (I; 0; ∗) is a one-dimensional torsion-free
I-de%nable group. We shall say that U is a Peterzil–Steinhorn I-de9nable group if
U is not I-de%nably isomorphic to A× G.
A corollary of our main result is the following
Corollary 5.11. Let I=(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡ ; : : :) be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed
9eld with no Peterzil–Steinhorn I-de9nable groups. Then every I-de9nable solvable
group U with no I-de9nable compact parts is I-de9nably isomorphic to a de9nable
group of the form U ′ ×G1 · · ·Gk ·Gk+1 · · ·Gl where U ′ is a direct product of copies
of linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable groups. For i=1; : : : ; k,
we have Gi = (I; 0;+) and for i = k + 1; : : : ; l, we have Gi = (I¿0; 1; ·).
From Corollary 5.11 we get the following result.
Corollary 5.12. Let I and U be as in Corollary 5.11. Then there is an I-de9nable
embedding from G = G1 · · ·Gk · Gk+1 · · ·Gl into some GL(n; I). The group U is
I-de9nably isomorphic to a de9nable group in one of the reducts (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕),
(I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕; et) or (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕; tb1 ; : : : ; tbr ) of I where (I; 0;⊕) is the Miller–
Starchenko group of I, et is the I-de9nable exponential map (if it exists), and
the tbj ’s are I-de9nable power functions. Moreover, if U is nilpotent then U is
I-de9nably isomorphic to a group de9nable in the reduct (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕) of I.
An application of Theorem 5.8 is the following result.
Theorem 7.2. Let U be a de9nable group and let {T (x) : x∈X } be a de9nable family
of non-empty de9nable subsets of U . Then there is a de9nable function t :X → U
such that for all x; y∈X we have t(x)∈T (x) and if T (x) = T (y) then t(x) = t(y).
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This result shows that the many of the theorems from [22] can be obtained without
the assumption that N has de%nable Skolem functions. We include here direct proofs
(avoiding the use of
∨
-de%nability theory) of some of these results, namely Corollary
4.8 above, Corollary 6.3 and Corollary 7.3.
In Section 6 we classify de%nable G-modules and use this to prove the o-minimal
version of the Lie–Kolchin–Mal’cev theorem (see Theorem 6.9). In Section 8 we clas-
sify de%nable rings.
2. Denable quotients
Denition 2.1. Let S be a de%nable set and let T={T (x) : x∈X } be a de%nable family
of non-empty de%nable subsets of S. We say that T has de9nable choice if there is
a de%nable function t :X → S such that t(x)∈T (x) for all x∈X . If, in addition, t is
such that for all x; y∈X , if T (x)=T (y) then t(x)= t(y), then we say that T has strong
de9nable choice. The function t is called a (strong) de9nable choice for the family T .
We say that the de%nable set S has (strong) de9nable choice if every de%nable family
T of non-empty de%nable subsets of S has a (strong) de%nable choice.
The following are easy to prove.
Fact 2.2. (i) If f :R→ S is a de9nable map such that for all s∈ S, f−1(s) is 9nite
and S has (strong) de9nable choice then R has (strong) de9nable choice. (ii) If
g : S → R is a surjective de9nable map and S has (strong) de9nable choice then R
has (strong) de9nable choice. (iii) If S = S1 × · · · × Sk is de9nable and each Si is
de9nable and has (strong) de9nable choice then S has (strong) de9nable choice.
For the proof of the next lemma we need to recall some de%nitions from [19]. An
open interval I ⊆ N is transitive if, for all x; y∈ I , there are de%nably homeomorphic
subintervals Ix; Iy of I containing x and y respectively. An open rectangular box I1 ×
· · · × In is transitive if all the intervals Ik are transitive.
Lemma 2.3. A de9nable group U has a de9nable neighbourhood O of 1 (the identity)
with strong de9nable choice.
Proof. Since it is suOcient to prove the lemma for an !1-saturated elementary exten-
sion of N, we will assume that N is !1-saturated.
By [19, Lemma 1.28], there is a de%nable chart (O′; 2) on U at 1 such that 2(O′)
is a transitive rectangular box, say I1 × · · · × In. Let 2(1) = (a1; : : : ; an). Then by [21,
Theorem 1.1], the de%nable structure Ji induced byN on some open subinterval Ji of
Ii containing ai is either an o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld or an o-minimal
expansion of an ordered divisible abelian partial group. Without loss of generality we
may assume that (Ji; ai;+i ;−i ;¡i) is a de%nable ordered divisible abelian partial group
with zero ai and Ji=(−iei; ei). Therefore, if x∈ Ji, then there is a unique y∈ Ji denoted
by x2 such that y +i y = x.
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Let J ′i = (−i ei2 ; ei2 ) and consider the de%nable functions li; ri and mi given by




















where | |i is the natural norm in Ji. Since for all x; y∈ J ′i , we have li(x)¡i x, x¡i ri(x)
and if x¡i y then x¡i mi(x; y)¡i y, the de%nable set J ′i has strong de%nable choice.
By Fact 2.2(iii), J ′1 × · · · × J ′n has strong de%nable choice and so, by Fact 2.2(ii),
O = 2−1(J ′1 × · · · × J ′n) has strong de%nable choice.
Remark 2.4. The same argument shows that if I = (I; 0;+;¡ ; · · ·) is a de%nable
o-minimal expansion of an ordered group then for every n∈N, the de%nable set I n
has strong de%nable choice and hence, by Fact 2.2(i), so does every de%nable subset
of I n.
Given a de%nable set S and a de%nable equivalence relation E on S, we will say
that S=E is de%nable if there is a de%nable map l : S → T ⊆ S such that for all x; y∈ S,
xEl(x) and xEy iN l(x) = l(y). In this case the de%nable family {x=E : x∈ S} has a
strong de%nable choice. If S is a de%nable group, E a de%nable normal subgroup and
the set S=E is de%nable then S=E becomes in a natural way a de%nable group.
Theorem 2.5. Let U be a de9nable group and let V be a de9nable normal subgroup
of U . Then the de9nable family {xV : x∈U} has a strong de9nable choice and so
U=V is de9nable.
Proof. Suppose that U ⊆ Nm and for each q∈{0; : : : ; m} let 5q :Nm → Nq be the
projection onto the %rst q coordinates and let 5q :Nm → N be the projection onto the
q-th coordinate.
Claim: For each k ∈{0; : : : ; m} there is a de%nable subset Uk of U such that (i)
dim(U \Uk)¡ dimU and (ii) if x∈Uk and y∈U is such that xV = yV then y∈Uk .
Moreover, there are de%nable functions l1; : : : ; lk :Uk → N such that for each x∈Uk
there is z ∈ xV such that 5k(z) = (l1(x); : : : ; lk(x)) and for all y∈U if xV = yV then
(l1(x); : : : ; lk(x)) = (l1(y); : : : ; lk(y)).
The existence of a strong de%nable choice l=(l1; : : : ; lm) for the family {xV : x∈U}
follows from this claim. The claim immediately implies the existence of l on a large
de%nable subset Um of U (i.e., dim(U \ Um)¡ dimU ). But by [24, Lemma 2.4],
there are u1; : : : ; un ∈U such that U = u1Um ∪ · · · ∪ unUm and so we can extend l
from Um to U inductively as follows. If x∈ u1Um, then we put l(x) = u1l(u−11 x).
Having extended l to u1Um ∪ · · · ∪ ukUm, de%ne l on uk+1Um by l(x)= uk+1l(u−1k+1x) if
xV∩(u1Um∪· · ·∪ukUm)=∅ and l(x)=l(y) for some (for all) y∈ xV∩(u1Um∪· · ·∪ukUm)
otherwise.
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Proof of Claim. We use induction on k. For k = 0, set U0 = U and let l0 :U0 → N 0
be the unique map.
Suppose that the claim is true for k. We will show that it is true for k + 1. For
this consider the de%nable family {Vk(x) : x∈Uk} of non-empty de%nable subsets of
U , where Vk(x) = {u∈ xV : 5k(u) = (l1(x); : : : ; lk(x))} (note that we have xV = yV iN
Vk(x) = Vk(y)).
The function
k+1 :Uk → N ∪ {+∞}; k+1(x) = sup5k+1(Vk(x))
is de%nable. Note that, if Vk(x) = Vk(y), then k+1(x) = k+1(y). Hence, if M =
{x∈Uk : k+1(x)∈ 5k+1(Vk(x))}, then we can de%ne lk+1 on M by lk+1(x) = k+1(x).
Let U ′k = Uk \ M and suppose that U ′k is non-empty. By o-minimality, the set F of
end points of k+1(U ′k) in k+1(Uk) is %nite. If F = ∅, then k+1(U ′k) = k+1(Uk) and
hence, U ′k=∅. Therefore, F is non-empty. Let a∈F . Consider the de%nable sub-family
Xa={Vk(x) : x∈Uk and k+1(x)=a} of {Vk(x) : x∈Uk}. Let xa ∈Uk satisfy k+1(xa)=a
and de%ne lk+1 : {x∈Uk :Vk(x) = Vk(xa)} → 5k+1(Vk(xa)) by lk+1(x) = b where b
is some %xed element of 5k+1(Vk(xa)). For each x∈Uk such that k+1(x) = a let
:a(x) = inf{z : b6 z¡a; (z; a) ⊆ 5k+1(Vk(x))}. If Vk(x) = Vk(y) then :a(x) = :a(y).
For x∈Uk with k+1(x) = a let Ka(x) = {z ∈O : k+1(zx)∈ (:a(x); a)} where O is the
de%nable neighbourhood of 1 in U with strong de%nable choice (see Lemma 2.3).
This is a de%nable family of de%nable non-empty sets such that if Vk(x) = Vk(y)
then Ka(x) = Ka(y). On {x∈Uk : k+1(x) = a} de%ne lk+1(x) = k+1(ka(x)x) where
ka(x) is a strong de%nable choice for Ka(x). And therefore we also get lk+1 on
X = {x∈Uk : k+1(x)∈F} since X is the disjoint union of de%nable sets Xa with
a∈F .
If X ∪ M is large in Uk then the claim is proved for k + 1. Otherwise, we have
dim(Uk \ (X ∪M))= dimUk . Now let J = k+1(Uk) \F . Suppose that J is non-empty.
Then J is a %nite union of open intervals. Let Y be the de%nable set of all x∈Uk such
that k+1(x)∈ J and k+1 is continuous at x. O-minimality implies that Y is large in
Uk \ (X ∪M) and so, Y ∪X ∪M is large in Uk . Moreover, if x∈Y and Vk(y)=Vk(x),
then y∈Y . In fact, let (z1; z2) ⊆ J be such that k+1(x)∈ (z1; z2) and let D be an open
de%nable neighbourhood of x in U such that k+1(D) ⊆ (z1; z2). Then there is v∈V
such that y = xv, an open de%nable neighbourhood of y in U is given by Dv and
k+1(Dv) = k+1(D) ⊆ (z1; z2). Therefore y∈Y .
Let A be the de%nable subset of Y consisting of all x∈Y such that there is a
de%nable open neighbourhood D of x in U with k+1(D) ⊆ {z ∈ J : k+1(x)6 z}. If
Vk(x) = Vk(y) and x∈A, then y= xv for some v∈V , a de%nable open neighbourhood
of y in U is given by Dv and k+1(Dv)=k+1(D). So y∈A. Clearly, by o-minimality,
k+1(A) is %nite and as before we can construct lk+1 on A.
Let B = Y \ A and suppose that B is non-empty. Then we have a de%nable family
{T (x) : x∈B} of de%nable subsets of O, the de%nable neighbourhood of 1 in U , with
strong de%nable choice (see Lemma 2.3) given by T (x) = {z ∈O : k+1(zx)∈ S(x)}
where S(x)=5k+1(Vk(x))∩{z ∈ J : z¡k+1(x)}. By construction (and similar properties
for Y and A), S(x) is in%nite for all x in B. Also if Vk(x)=Vk(y), then y∈B, S(x)=
S(y) and T (x)=T (y). We now show that T (x) is in%nite for all x∈B. Let z′¡k+1(x)
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be such that (z′; k+1(x)) ⊆ S(x). Then by continuity of k+1 (and the fact that x∈B)
there is a de%nable open neighbourhood D of x such that k+1(D) ∩ (z′; k+1(x)) is
in%nite. Since k+1(Ox ∩ D) ∩ (z′; k+1(x)) is in%nite (because, otherwise we would
have x∈A), T (x) is in%nite as well.
Since O has strong de%nable choice, we have a strong de%nable choice t for the
de%nable family {T (x) : x∈B} and from this we get lk+1 for the de%nable family
{Vk(x) : x∈B} by setting lk+1(x) = k+1(t(x)x). Note that if Vk(x) = Vk(y) then
Vk(t(x)x) = Vk(t(y)y). Let Uk+1 = X ∪ Y ∪ M . Then Uk+1 is large in Uk and the
claim is proved for k + 1.
3. Denable extensions
3.1. De9nable G-modules
Denition 3.1. Let G be a de%nable group. A de9nable G-module (A; :) is a G-module
such that A is a de%nable abelian group and the action map : :G×A→ A is de%nable.
We will often write :(x)(a) for :(x; a). Note that in this way we get a homomorphism
: :G → AutN(A) from G into the group of all de%nable automorphisms of A.
As usual A is trivial if :(x)(a) = a for all x∈G and a∈A. And A is faithful if
: :G → AutN(A) is injective. A de%nable G-submodule of A is a de%nable subgroup
B of A such that B is invariant under : (that is, :(x)(B) ⊆ B for all x∈G). We then
have natural induced de%nable G-modules (B; :|B) and (A=B; :A=B). We say that A is
de9nably irreducible if it has no proper de%nable G-submodules. The G-submodule
AG = {a∈A : for all x∈G; :(x)(a) = a} is always de%nable.
The next lemma follows from Theorem 2.5 but we include here a direct prove based
on descending chain condition (DCC).
Lemma 3.2. Let (A; :) be a de9nable G-module. Then A=AG is a de9nable group,
Ker : is a normal de9nable subgroup of G, the quotient PG=G=Ker : is de9nable and
we have a natural induced faithful de9nable PG-module ( P:; A).
Also, if U is a de9nable group and A is a normal subgroup of U then CU (A) is a
normal de9nable subgroup of U and U=CU (A) is de9nable. In particular, U=Z(U ) is
de9nable.
Proof. For each g∈G we have a de%nable endomorphism (g) :A → A given by
(g)(a)= :(g)(a)− a. By de%nition AG =⋂g∈G Ker (g) and so by DCC on de%nable
subgroups there are g1; : : : ; gn ∈G such that AG=
⋂n
i=1 Ker (gi). But then the de%nable
map
a → ((g1)(a); : : : ; (gn)(a)) :A −→ (g1)(A)× · · · × (gn)(A)
shows that A=AG is de%nable.
Let a∈A and consider the de%nable map >(a) :G → A given by >(a)(g)=:(g)(a)−a.
The group {g∈G : >(a)(g)=0} is a de%nable subgroup of G and Ker:=⋂a∈A{g∈G :
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>(a)(g) = 0}. So by DCC on de%nable subgroups there are a1; : : : ; an ∈A such that
Ker:=
⋂n
i=1{g∈G : >(ai)(g) = 0}. The de%nable map
g → (>(a1)(g); : : : ; >(an)(g)) :G → >(a1)(G)× · · · × >(an)(G)
shows that G=Ker : is de%nable.
If U is a de%nable group and A is a normal subgroup then CU (A)=
⋂
a∈A CU (a) and
by DCC on de%nable subgroups there are a1; : : : ; an ∈A such that CU (A)=
⋂n
i=1 CU (ai)
and so CU (A) is de%nable (and normal). If for each a∈A we de%ne ad(a) :U → U
by ad(a)(u) = aua−1u−1 then the de%nable map
u → (ad(a1)(u); : : : ; ad(an)(u)) :U → ad(a1)(U )× · · · × ad(an)(U )
shows that U=CU (A) is de%nable.
3.2. Group cohomology
In this subsection we assume that (A; :) is a de%nable G-module.
Denition 3.3. For each n∈N let CnN(G; A; :) denote the abelian group of all de%nable
functions from Gn into A with pointwise addition. An element of CnN(G; A; :) is called
a de9nable n-cochain (over N).
Denition 3.4. The co-boundary map ? :CnN(G; A; :)→ Cn+1N (G; A; :), is de%ned by
?(c)(g1; : : : ; gn+1) = :(g1)(c(g2; : : : ; gn+1)) +
n∑
i=1
(−1)ic(g1; : : : ; gi · gi+1; : : : ; gn+1)
+(−1)n+1c(g1; : : : ; gn):
It is clear that ?(c) is also de%nable.
Lemma 3.5. ? ◦ ?= 0.
Proof. This is a simple calculation.
Denition 3.6. We therefore have a complex C∗N(G; A; :). Let B
n
N(G; A; :) denote the
image of ? :Cn−1N (G; A; :) → CnN(G; A; :) and let ZnN(G; A; :) denote the kernel of
? :CnN(G; A; :) → Cn+1N (G; A; :). The n-cohomology group over NHnN(G; A; :) is the
abelian group ZnN(G; A; :)=B
n
N(G; A; :). The elements of B
n
N(G; A; :) are the de9nable
n-coboundaries and the elements of ZnN(G; A; :) are the de9nable n-cocycles.
Remark 3.7. Let (A; :) be a de%nable G-module. Suppose that A = A1 × A2 and that
A1 and A2 are invariant under the action of G on A. Then HnN(G; A; :) is isomorphic
with HnN(G; A1; :|A1 )× HnN(G; A2; :|A2 ).
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3.3. De9nable extensions
Denition 3.8. Let U be a de%nable group. (U; i; j) is a de9nable extension of G by
A if we have an exact sequence
1→ A i→U i→G → 1
in the category of de%nable groups with de%nable homomorphisms. If (U; i; j) is a
de9nable extension of G by A and U is abelian, we say that (U; i; j) is a de9nable
abelian extension of G by A. A de9nable section is a de%nable map s :G → U such
that j(s(g)) = g for all g∈G.













is a commutative diagram.
Note. Below we will sometimes assume that A E U and write (U; j) for (U; i; j).
Theorem 3.10. Let 1 → A → U j→G → 1 be a de9nable extension. Then there is a
de9nable section s :G → U .
Proof. Let l :U → l(U ) ⊆ U be a strong de%nable choice given by Theorem 2.5
for the de%nable family {xA : x∈U}. Since the de%nable family {j−1(g) : g∈G} is the
same as the de%nable family {xA : x∈U} we can de%ne s :G → U by s(g) = l(x) for
some (equivalently, for all) x∈ j−1(g).
Corollary 3.11. If V is a normal de9nable subgroup of a de9nable group U , then
there s a de9nable extension 1 → V → U l→U=V → 1 with a de9nable section
s :U=V → U .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.10 since, by Theorem 2.5, there is a strong de-
%nable choice l :U → U=V for the de%nable family {xV : x∈U}.
Remark 3.12. Suppose that we have a de%nable extension 1 → A → U l→G → 1 and
B E G is de%nable. Then C = l−1(B) E U and A E C. Moreover, suppose that we
have a de%nable extension 1→ B→ G j→H → 1. Then we have de%nable extensions
1→ C → U j◦l→H → 1 and 1→ A→ C l|C→B→ 1.
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Remark 3.13. Suppose that we have a de%nable extension 1 → A → U l→G → 1
and A E V E U is a de%nable normal subgroup. Then we have de%nable extensions
1 → A → V l|V→H → 1, 1 → V → U k→U=V → 1 and 1 → H → G p→U=V → 1 such
that p ◦ l= k.
The lemmas we prove below will be very useful later on. These results are about
the invariance of notions such as de%nably compact, de%nably-connected and with no
de%nably compact parts under de%nable extensions.
Lemma 3.14. Let 1→ A→ U j→G → 1 be a de9nable extension. Then U is de9nably
compact if and only if A and G are de9nably compact.
Proof. Suppose that U is de%nably compact. Then since A is a closed de%nable sub-
group of U it must be that A is de%nably compact. We now show that G is also
de%nably compact. Let s :G → U be a de%nable section and let  : (a; b) ⊆ N → G
be a de%nable continuous map where −∞6 a¡b6 + ∞. Let > : (a; b) → U be
the de%nable map given by >(x) = s((x)). Since U is de%nably compact, the limit
limx→a+ >(x) (resp., limx→b− >(x)) exists in U . Since j is continuous and  = j ◦ >,
the limit limx→a+ (x) (resp., limx→b− (x)) exists in G and G is de%nably compact.
Suppose now that A and G are de%nably compact. Let s :G → U be a de%nable sec-
tion and let  : (a; b) ⊆ N → U be a de%nable continuous map where −∞6 a¡b6+
∞. Let > : (a; b)→ G be the de%nable map given by >(x)= j((x)) and let : : (a; b)→
U be the de%nable map given by :(x) = s(>(x)). Then there is a de%nable map
? : (a; b) ⊆ N → A such that, for all x∈ (a; b), we have (x) = ?(x):(x). Since A
is de%nably compact, the limit limx→a+?(x) (resp., limx→b−?(x)) exists in A. There-
fore, to show that the limit limx→a+(x) (resp., limx→b−(x)) exists in U , i.e, to show
that U is de%nably compact, it remains to show that the limit limx→a+:(x) (resp.,
limx→b−:(x)) exists in U .
Since G is de%nably compact, the limit g = limx→a+>(x) (resp., g = limx→b−>(x))
exists in G. By o-minimality, s :G → U is continuous on a large de%nable subset of G
and so there is h∈G such that s :G → U is continuous at hg. Let :′ : (a; b) ⊆ N → U
be the de%nable map given by :′(x)= s(h>(x)). Then by the continuity of s at hg, the
limit limx→a+:′(x) (resp., limx→b−:′(x)) exists in U . Note that, for all x∈ (a; b), we
have :′(x)(:(x))−1 ∈ j−1(h) and j−1(h) is de%nably compact (because A is de%nably
compact and j−1(h) is de%nably homeomorphic to A). Therefore, the limit limx→a+#(x)
(resp., limx→b−#(x)) where for all x∈ (a; b) we set #(x)= (:′(x)(:(x))−1)−1, exists in
U . But :(x) = #(x)(:′(x))−1 and so the limit limx→a+:(x) (resp., limx→b−:(x)) exists
in U .
Lemma 3.15. Let 1 → A → U j→G → 1 be a de9nable extension. If U is de9nably-
connected then G is de9nably-connected. Moreover, when A is de9nably-connected,
then U is de9nably-connected if and only if G is de9nably-connected.
Proof. Since j is a continuous and surjective de%nable map, if U is de%nably-connected
so is G. Therefore, it remains to show that if A and G are de%nably-connected, U is
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also de%nably-connected. So suppose that A and G are de%nably-connected but the
de%nably-connected component U 0 of U is a proper de%nable normal subgroup of U .
Since dimU =dim A+dimG, j(U 0) is a de%nably-connected de%nable normal subgroup
of G with the same dimension as G. Therefore, because G is de%nably-connected, we
have j(U 0) = G. On the other hand, since A is de%nably-connected, for each g∈G,
the %bre j−1(g) is also de%nably-connected and hence j−1(g) ⊆ U 0. But this implies
that U ⊆ U 0.
Denition 3.16. Let I be a de%nable o-minimal expansion of an ordered group
(I; 0;+;¡). We say that an I-de%nable abelian group U is globally over I if there are
I-de%nable subgroups 1 =U0¡U1¡ · · ·¡Un =U such that, for each j∈{1; : : : ; n},
the group Uj=Uj−1 is I-de%nably isomorphic to an I-de%nable group with domain
I and identity 0. We say that an I-de%nable solvable group U is globally over
I if there are I-de%nable subgroups 1 = U0 E U1 E · · · E Un = U such that,
for each j∈{1; : : : ; n}, the group Uj=Uj−1 is an I-de%nable abelian group globally
over I .
Note that if an I-de%nable solvable group U is globally over I , then U has no
I-de%nably compact parts.
Lemma 3.17. Let I be a de9nable o-minimal expansion of an ordered group
(I; 0;+;¡) and let 1→ A→ U → G → 1 be an I-de9nable extension of I-de9nable
solvable groups with dim A; dimG¿ 1. Then U is globally over I i? both A and G
are globally over I .
Proof. Suppose that A and G are I-de%nable groups globally over I . Let 1 = A0 E
A1 E · · · E Ar = A (resp., 1 = G0 E G1 E · · · E Gs = G) show that A (resp., G) is
globally over I . For i = 1; : : : ; r set Ui = Ai and for i = r + 1; : : : ; r + s set Ui to be
the I-de%nable subgroup of U such that Ui=Ui−1 =Gi−r . Then 1 =U0 E U1 E · · · E
Ur+s = U shows that U is an I-de%nable group globally over I .
Suppose that U is an I-de%nable group globally over I and let 1 = U0 E U1 E
· · · E Un = U witness this fact. We now show that the result holds for A. Let
Ai = A ∩ Ui for each i = 1; : : : ; n so that we have 1 = A0 E A1 E · · · E An = A. Since
A ∩ Ui−1 = (A ∩ Ui) ∩ Ui−1 we have I-de%nable isomorphisms Ai=Ai−1 = A ∩ Ui=A ∩
Ui−1  (A∩Ui)Ui−1=Ui−1. Let  :Ui → Ui=Ui−1 be the natural I-de%nable homomor-
phism; then (A ∩ Ui)Ui−1=Ui−1 = (A ∩ Ui) E (Ui) = Ui=Ui−1, and hence Ai=Ai−1 is
I-de%nably isomorphic to a normal I-de%nable subgroup of Ui=Ui−1. Suppose that U
is abelian. Then, either Ai =Ai−1 or Ai=Ai−1  Ui=Ui−1; thus the result holds for A. In
general, the result holds for A since Un=Un−1 is abelian and of the same form as U .
We now prove the result for G. Let Gi = UiA=A for each i = 1; : : : ; n so that we
have 1 = G0 E G1 E · · · E Gn = G. Since UiA = Ui(Ui−1A), we have I-de%nable
isomorphisms Gi=Gi−1  UiA=Ui−1A  Ui=Ui ∩ Ui−1A. On the other hand, we have
an I-de%nable extension 1 → Ui ∩ Ui−1A=Ui−1 → Ui=Ui−1 → Ui=Ui ∩ Ui−1A → 1.
Therefore, we have an I-de%nable extension 1 → Ui ∩ Ui−1A=Ui−1 → Ui=Ui−1 →
Gi=Gi−1 → 1. Suppose that U is abelian. Then, either Gi=Gi−1 or Gi=Gi−1  Ui=Ui−1;
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thus the result holds for G. In general, the result holds for G because of this I-de%nable
extension and since Un=Un−1 is abelian and of the same form as U .
The same purely algebraic argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.17 shows the
following result.
Lemma 3.18. Let I be a de9nable o-minimal structure and let 1→ A→ U → G →
1 be an I-de9nable extension of I-de9nable solvable groups with dim A; dimG¿ 1.
Then U is an I-de9nable group with no I-de9nably compact parts i? A and G are
I-de9nable groups with no I-de9nably compact parts.
3.4. De9nable G-kernels
Notation. Let A be a de%nable group. AutN(A) denotes the group of all de%nable
automorphisms of A, Inn(A) the group of all inner automorphisms of A and OutN(A)=
AutN(A)=Inn(A). Let – : AutN(A) → OutN(A) denote the natural homomorphism. If
A E U and u∈U then we denote by 〈u〉 the automorphism of A given by 〈u〉(a) =
uau−1 for all a∈A.
Denition 3.19. Let G be a de%nable group. A de9nable G-kernel (A; C) is a de%nable
group A with a homomorphism C :G → OutN(A) such that there is a homomorphism
 :G → AutN(A) such that: (i) C= –(); (ii) the map  :G×A→ A, (x; a) = (x)(a)
is de%nable and (iii) there is a de%nable function h :G × G → A such that, for all
x; y∈G, we have h(x; 1) = h(1; y) = 1 and
∀x; y∈G; (x)(y) = 〈h(x; y)〉(xy): (1)
Note that C induces a de%nable action C0 :G × Z(A) → Z(A) making the centre Z(A)
of A a de9nable G-module. We say that  as above is a de9nable representative of
the de%nable G-kernel (A; C) and we write ∈ C.
Denition 3.20. Let G be a de%nable group and B an abelian de%nable group. Two
de%nable G-kernels (Ai; Ci) with i = 1; 2 with centre B, that is Z(A1) = Z(A2) = B,
are de9nably equivalent if there is a de%nable isomorphism # :A1 → A2 and there
are i ∈ Ci for i = 1; 2, such that for all b∈B, #(b) = b and for each x∈G, there is
ix ∈ Inn(A2) such that #1(x)#−1 = ix2(x). This relation is an equivalence relation and
the set of all the classes is denoted by KN(G; B).
Remark 3.21. Let (U; j) be a de%nable extension of G by A. Then there is a canonical
homomorphism CU :G → OutN(A) such that (A; CU ) is a de%nable G-kernel: for each
x∈G take CU (x) = {〈u〉 : u∈ j−1(x)} with de%nable representative given by
U;s :G → AutN(A); U;s(x)(a) = 〈s(x)〉(a)
and hU; s(x; y)=s(x)s(y)s(xy)
−1 where s :G → U is a de%nable section. Using the fact
that for all x; y; z ∈G, by associativity, the product (x)(y)(z) may be calculated in
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two diNerent ways, a simple calculation shows that
U;s(x)(hU; s(y; z))hU; s(x; yz) = hU; s(x; y)hU; s(xy; z): (2)
If s′ :G → U is another de%nable section, then there is a de%nable function ks; s′ :G →
A given by s′(x)=ks; s′(x)s(x) for all x∈G, and we have U;s′(x)=¡ks;s′(x)¿U;s(x)
for all x∈G.
Denition 3.22. A de%nable G-kernel (A; C) is de9nably extendible if there is a de%n-
able extension (U; j) of G by A such that (A; CU ) is de%nably equivalent to (A; C). We
say in this case that (U; j) is de9nably compatible with the G-kernel. We denote by
ExtN(G; A; C) the set of all equivalence classes of de%nable extensions of G by A de-
%nably compatible with the G-kernel (A; C). Let EKN(G; B) be the subset of KN(G; B)
of all classes (A; C) such that ExtN(G; A; C) is non-empty. Note that EKN(G; B) is a
well de%ned subset of KN(G; B).
3.5. Existence of de9nable extensions
With the set up we have established the proofs of results of this subsection are as
in the classical case. For details see the proofs of the corresponding results in [5] and
[6] respectively. We will include here only the constructions that will be useful later.
Proposition 3.23. Let (A; C)∈EKN(G; B), (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; C) and s :G → U a de-
9nable section. Then there is (Vs; is; js)∈ExtN(G; A; C) with domain A× G and mul-
tiplication given by
∀a; b∈A∀x; y∈G; (a; x)(b; y) = (a[U;s(x)(b)]hU; s(x; y); xy) (3)
which is canonically de9nably isomorphic with U .
Proof. From Eq. (2) we see that Vs is a de%nable group with identity element (1; 1).
The inverse of (a; x) is (U;s(x)−1[hU; s(x; x
−1)a]−1; x−1). The de%nable homomorphism
is :A→ Vs is given by is(a)=(a; 1) and js :Vs → G by js((a; x))=x. The map ts :G →
Vs de%ned by ts(x) = (1; x) is a de%nable section and for all x∈G we have 〈ts(x)〉=
U;s(x). Therefore, (Vs; is; js)∈ExtN(G; A; C). Also, the map as(x) → (a; x) :U → Vs
is a de%nable isomorphism.
Note that, if s′:G → U is another de%nable section and (Vs′ ; is′ ; js′)∈ExtN(G; A; C)
the corresponding de%nable extension given by Proposition 3.23, then there is a de%n-
able function ks; s′ :G → A given by s′(x) = ks; s′(x)s(x) such that
∀x; y∈G; hU; s′ (x; y) = ks; s′(x)U;s(x)(ks; s′(y))hU; s(x; y)ks; s′(xy)−1 (4)
and the map (a; x) → (aks;s′(x)−1; x) :Vs → Vs′ is a de%nable isomorphism.
Proposition 3.24. With the assumptions of Proposition 3.23, U is de9nably isomor-
phic with Ao: G for some homomorphism : :G → AutN(A) such that the induced
map : :G × A→ A is de9nable i? there is a de9nable function g :G → A such that
∀x; y∈G; hU; s(x; y) = U;s(x)(g(y))g(x)g(xy)−1: (5)
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Proof. If g :G → A is a de%nable map satisfying Eq. (5), then the de%nable map
x → (g(x)−1; x) :G → Vs is a de%nable injective homomorphism.
The following remark, which we will not use in this paper, is proved as its classical
analogue (see [6, Theorem 11.1]).
Remark 3.25. Let (A; C)∈EKN(G; B) and (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; C). Then there is a canon-
ical bijection from ExtN(G; A; C) into H 2N(G; B; C0) sending (U; j) into the identity of
H 2N(G; B; C0).
Remark 3.26. Let (A; C)∈EKN(G; B) and (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; C). Suppose that A =
A1×A2, B=B1×B2 and AutN (A) =AutN(A1)×AutN(A2). Then C= (C1; C2) :G →
OutN(A1)× OutN(A2) and, for each i = 1; 2, we have (Ai; Ci)∈KN(G; Bi).
Let CU be as in Remark 3.21 and for i = 1; 2 let CiU be such that C
i
U (x) = CU (x)|Ai
for all x∈G. Then (A; C) = (A; CU ) in KN(G; B) and (Ai; Ci) = (Ai; CiU ) in KN(G; Bi).
Since A1 E U , we have de%nable extensions
1→ A → U j→G → 1;
1→ A2 → U2 j2→G → 1;
1→ A1 → U l2→U2 → 1
such that j2 ◦ l2 = j and l2|A2 = 1A2 . If s :G → U is a de%nable section, then s2 =
l2 ◦ s :G → U2 and t2 = s ◦ j2 :U2 → U are de%nable sections. Clearly (A2; C2) =
(A2; CU2 ) in KN(G; B2), also (U2; j2)∈ExtN(G; A2; C2) and (A2; C2)∈EKN(G; B2). Sim-
ilarly, we have (A1; C1) = (A1; CU1 ) in KN(G; B1), also (U1; j1)∈ExtN(G; A1; C1) and
(A1; C1)∈EKN(G; B1). We have de%nable sections s1 = l1 ◦ s :G → U1 and t1 = s ◦ j1 :
U1 → U .
Using the notation of Remark 3.21, it is easy to see that U;s(x)=(U1 ;s1 (x); U2 ;s2 (x)).
Secondly it follows that we have U; t2 (x)=U;s(j2(x))=U1 ;s1 (j2(x)). Thirdly we have
hU; s(x; y) = (hU1 ;s1 (x; y); hU2 ;s2 (x; y)) and hU; t2 (x; y) = hU1 ;s1 (j2(x); j2(y)).
Therefore, by Proposition 3.24, U is de%nably isomorphic with A1oD U2 for some
D :U2 → AutN(A1) such that the map D :U2 × A1 → A1 given by D(u; a) = D(u)(a) is
de%nable iN there if a de%nable map g :G → A1 such that for all x; y∈G, hU1 ;s1 (x; y)=
U1 ;s1 (x)(g(y))g(x)g(xy)
−1.
Proposition 3.27. Suppose that (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; :). Then there is a de9nable 2-
cocycle c∈Z2N(G; A; :) associated with (U; j) which is unique in H 2N(G; A; :). There-
fore, (in A) we have
∀g; h; k ∈G; :(g)(c(h; k))− c(gh; k) + c(g; hk)− c(g; h) = 0: (6)
Moreover, there is (V; i; l)∈ExtN(G; A; :) with domain A×G and multiplication given
by
∀a; b∈A; ∀g; h∈G; (a; g)(b; h) = (a+ :(g)(b) + c(g; h); gh) (7)
which is canonically de9nably isomorphic to (U; j).
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Proof. Let s :G → U be a de%nable section and de%ne c(g; h) = s(g)s(h)s(gh)−1 for
all g; h∈G. Then, from equation (6) V is a group with identity (−c(1; 1); 1). The
de%nable homomorphism i :A → V is given by i(a) = (a − c(1; 1); 1) and l :V → G
by l(a; g) = g: The map as(g) → (a; g) :U → V is a de%nable isomorphism.
If s′ :G → U is another de%nable section and c′ ∈Z2N(G; A; :) is the corresponding
de%nable 2-cocycle and (V ′; i′; l′)∈ExtN(G; A; :) is the corresponding de%nable ex-
tension, then there is a de%nable function b :G → A given by s′(g) = b(g)s(g) such
that
∀g; h∈G; c′(g; h)− c(g; h) = :(g)(b(h))− b(gh) + b(g); (8)
i.e., c and c′ determine the same element in H 2N(G; A; :) and the map (a; g) → (a −
b(g); g) :V → V ′ is a de%nable isomorphism.
Proposition 3.28. With the assumptions of Proposition 3.27, U is de9nably isomor-
phic with Ao: G i? there is a de9nable function a :G → A such that
∀g; h∈G; c(g; h) = :(g)(a(h))− a(gh) + a(g): (9)
Proof. If a :A → G exists and satis%es Eq. (9), then g → (−a(g); g) :G → V is a
de%nable injective homomorphism.
The following remark, which we will not use in this paper, is proved as its classical
analogue (see [5, (3.2)]).
Remark 3.29. Let (A; :) be a de%nable G-module. Then there is a bijection from
ExtN(G; A; :) onto H 2N(G; A; :) sending the class of A o: G into the identity of
H 2N(G; A; :).
Remark 3.30. As in [6, Sections 4 and 5], the set KN(G; B) can be made into an
abelian group such that EKN(G; B) is a subgroup of KN(G; B). The map of Remark
3.29 is an isomorphism between H 2N(G; B; C0) and ExtN(G; B; C0) (see [5, (3.2)]).
Moreover, as in [6, Theorem 11.1], the map of Remark 3.25 from H 2N(G; B; C0) into
ExtN(G; A; C) for a %xed (U; j) in ExtN(G; B; C) is the composition of the isomor-
phism from H 2N(G; B; C0) into ExtN(G; B; C0) and the map from ExtN(G; B; C0) into
ExtN(G; A; C) which sends (V; l) into its left translation by (U; j).
4. Denably compact denable groups
In this section we prove that a de%nably compact de%nable solvable group is abelian-
by-%nite. This will follow after we show that a de%nably-connected, de%nably compact,
de%nable G-module where G is in%nite and de%nably-connected is trivial. Before we
proceed, we need the following easy lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let U be an in9nite de9nable group and let V be a de9nable subgroup
such that dim V ¡ dimU . Then there is a de9nable continuous embedding # : (a; b)→
U such that limt→a+#(t) = 1 and #(a; b) ⊆ U \ V .
Proof. Let (O;2) be a de%nable chart of 1 (the identity of U ). Then 2(O) is a
de%nable open subset of Nn where n= dimU . By Lemma 2.3 and Fact 2.2, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that O has strong de%nable choice. Let e=2(1) and
let B ⊆ 2(O) be a closed box containing e. Then by Fact 2.2, B has strong de%nable
choice.
Let D = 2(V ∩ O) ∩ B. Then since dim V ¡ dimU , it follows that dimD¡n and
dim(B \ D) = n. Let C be a cell decomposition of B compatible with D and B \ D.
Then there are C; C′ ∈C such that dimC = dim B, C′ ⊆ D ⊆ B and the closure PC′ of
C′ is in the closure PC of C in B. Note that since V is closed in U , we have that D
is closed in B and there are inclusions PC′ ⊆ D and C ⊆ B \ D.
We now show by induction on dim B that there is a de%nable continuous embedding
 : (a; b) → C such that limt→a+ (t)∈ PC′. If dim B = 1, then the result is clear. So
suppose that dim B¿ 1 and the result holds for lower dimensions. Let 5 :Nn → Nn−1
be the projection onto the %rst n−1-coordinates. Then 5(B) is a closed box of dimension
dim B − 1 with strong de%nable choice by Fact 2.2. The projection 5(C) is a cell
decomposition of 5(B), 5(C); 5(C′) are cells of 5(C) such that dim 5(C) = dim 5(B)
and 5(C′) is in the closure 5(C) of 5(C) in 5(B). By the induction hypothesis, there is
a de%nable continuous embedding > : (a1; b1) → 5(C) such that limx→a+1 >(x)∈ 5(C′).
Let {T (x) : x∈ (a1; b1)} be the de%nable family of non-empty de%nable subsets of C
given by T (x)={c∈C : 5(c)=>(x)}. Let 1 : (a1; b1)→ C be a strong de%nable choice
for {T (x) : x∈ (a1; b1)}. By o-minimality, there is b∈ (a1; b1) such that =1|(a;b) where
a= a1 is a de%nable continuous embedding. This  satis%es the claim for B.
To %nish the proof of the lemma, take # : (a; b)→ U given by #(t)=(2−1◦)(t)v−1
where 2(v) = limt→a+ (t)∈D.
Lemma 4.2. Let (A; :) be a non-trivial de9nable G-module, where A and G are in9nite
de9nably-connected de9nable groups. Then there are an in9nite minimal de9nable sub-
group B of A=AG, a de9nable G-submodule H of A and a de9nable family E :G×B→
H of de9nable homomorphisms from B into H such that E(1; b) = 0=E(g; 0) for all
b∈B and g∈G. Moreover, for suitable E, KerG E={g∈G :for all b∈B; E(g; b)=0}
is a proper de9nable subgroup of G and for all g∈G and c∈B, there is d∈B such
that E(−; c) :G → H is continuous at g and E :G×B→ H is continuous at (g; c+d).
Proof. Since AG = A and A is de%nably-connected, there is an in%nite minimal de-
%nable subgroup B of A=AG. By Remark 3.12, there is a de%nable subgroup C of A
containing AG and such that C=AG = B. Let H be the smallest de%nable G-submodule
of A containing C. Since C is a de%nable extension of B by AG, there is a de%nable
section s :B→ C. Let c(b; b′)= s(b)+ s(b′)− s(b+ b′) be the corresponding de%nable
2-cocycle.
Let E :G×B→ H be the de%nable map given by E(g; b)= :(g)(s(b))− s(b) for all
b∈B and g∈G. Then clearly E(1; b) = 0 = E(g; 0) for all b∈B and g∈G. We now
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show, for each g∈G, that E(g) = E(g;−) :B → H is a homomorphism. Let b; b′ ∈B.
Then
E(g)(b+ b′)− E(g)(b)− E(g)(b′)
=:(g)(s(b+ b′))− :(g)(s(b))− :(g)(s(b′))− s(b+ b′) + s(b) + s(b′)
=− c(b; b′) + c(b; b′)
(:(g)(s(b + b′)) − :(g)(s(b′)) − :(g)(s(b)) = −c(b; b′) since c(b; b′)∈AG). Adding to
this last equation, the equation for the 2-cocycle, we get E(g)(b + b′) − E(g)(b′) −
E(g)(b)= 0. So E(g) is a de%nable homomorphism.
Clearly, KerG E is a de%nable subgroup of G. We show that it is proper. Suppose
not. Then :(g)(s(b))= s(b) for all g∈G and for all b∈B. Let c∈C. Then c=a+ s(b)
for some a∈AG and b∈B. Therefore, :(g)(c) = c and C ⊆ AG which contradicts the
fact that C=AG = B is in%nite.
Clearly, for every b∈B, we have that E(−; b) :G × B → H is continuous and if
s :B→ C is continuous at b then for all g∈G, we have that E is continuous at (g; b).
Since by o-minimality, s :B→ C is continuous on a large de%nable subset of B, by [24,
Lemma 2.4], for all g∈G and for all c∈B, there is d∈B such that E(−; c) :G → H
is continuous at g and E is continuous at (g; c + d).
Remark 4.3. Let A; B6C be de%nable abelian groups. Then (A+B)=(A∩B) is de%n-
ably isomorphic to A=A∩B⊕B=A∩B via the map h :A+B→ A=A∩B⊕B=A∩B, given
by h(c)= (a+A∩B)⊕ (b+A∩B) for some a∈A and b∈B such that c= a+ b. This
is a well de%ned de%nable homomorphism with kernel A ∩ B. Moreover, dim(A=A ∩
B) + dim(B=A ∩ B)= dim(A=A ∩ B ⊕ B=A ∩ B)= dim((A + B)=(A ∩ B))6 dim(A + B),
and dim A= dim(A=A ∩ B) + dim(A ∩ B).
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a de9nable abelian group. Then there is no in9nite de9nable
family of de9nable subgroups of A of dimension zero.
Proof. Let {B(x) : x∈X } be a de%nable family of de%nable subgroups of A of dimen-
sion zero. For each x∈X , we see that B(x) is a %nite subgroup of A of order, say
n(x). By o-minimality, there is an m such that n(x)6m for all x∈X . Let n=m! and
let [n] :A → A be the de%nable homomorphism which sends a into na. Then Ker[n]
is a de%nable subgroup of A of bounded exponent and ∪{B(x) : x∈X } ⊆ Ker[n]. By
[27, Corollary 5.8], E =Ker[n] is %nite.
Lemma 4.5. Let E :G×B→ H be as in Lemma 4.2. Then there is a de9nable group
B′ of the form B=E where E is a de9nable subgroup of B of dimension zero and a
de9nable family G :G× B′ → B′ of de9nable endomorphisms of B′ such that KerG G
is a proper de9nable subgroup of G and for each g∈G \ KerGG, the map G(g) is a
de9nable automorphism of B′. Moreover, for all g∈G and c∈B′, there is a d∈B′
such that G(−; c) :G → B′ is continuous at g and G :G × B′ → B′ is continuous at
(g; c + d).
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Proof. Note that B is de%nably-connected. Since B has no in%nite proper de%nable
subgroups, for each g∈G, it follows that E(g)(B) is either 0 or in%nite (with the
same dimension as B), de%nably-connected and with no in%nite proper de%nable ad-
ditive subgroups. So for all g; h∈G, either E(g)(B) ∩ E(h)(B) has dimension zero or
E(g)(B)=E(h)(B). 4.3, there is a minimal n¿ 1 such that for each i∈{1; : : : ; n} there
is a gi ∈G such that: (i) E(gi)(B) = 0; (ii) E(G)(B) ⊆ E(g1)(B)+ · · ·+E(gn)(B) and
(iii) F =
⋂n
i=1 E(gi)(B) has dimension zero. The group D = E(G)(B)=F is de%nable
and we have a natural induced de%nable family  :G×B→ D of de%nable homomor-
phisms from B into D. It is easy to see that KerG  = G. Now for each i∈{1; : : : ; n}
let Di=E(gi)(B)=F . Then by 4.3, D=
⊕n
i=1 Di and we have natural induced de%nable
families i :G × B → Di of de%nable homomorphisms from B into Di, and there is
i0 ∈{1; : : : ; n} such that KerG i0 = G.
For each g∈G \ KerGi0 , KerG i0 (g) is a de%nable subgroup of B of dimension
zero. So by Lemma 4.4, there is a de%nable subgroup E of B of dimension zero such
that ∪{KerG i0 (g) : g∈G \ KerG i0} ⊆ E. Let B′ = B=E. It is easy to see that i0
induces a natural de%nable family G′ :G × B′ → Di0 of de%nable homomorphisms of
B′ into Di0 such that KerG G
′ = G and for each g∈G \ KerG G′, G′(g) is a de%nable
injective homomorphism of B′ into Di0 . Let g∈G\KerG G′. Then G′(g)(B′) is a de%n-
able subgroup of Di0 of the same dimension as Di0 . Since Di0 is de%nably-connected,
G′(g)(B′) = Di0 . Therefore, G
′ induces a natural de%nable family G :G × B′ → B′ of
de%nable endomorphisms of B′ such that KerG G = G and for each g∈G \ KerGG, it
follows that G(g) is a de%nable automorphism of B′.
Since for all g∈G and c∈B, there is a d∈B such that E(−; c) :G → H is con-
tinuous at g and E :G × B→ H is continuous at (g; c + d), by construction the same
holds for  and i0 . This also holds for G
′ since it holds for i0 and the de%nable
subset of B′ on which a de%nable section t :B′ → B is continuous is a large de%nable
subset. Finally the result holds for G since it holds for G′.
Theorem 4.6. Let (A; :) be a de9nably-connected, non-trivial de9nable G-module,
where G is an in9nite de9nably-connected de9nable group. Let B′ and G :G×B′ → B′
be as in Lemma 4.5. Then B′ is not de9nably compact. In particular, A is not de9n-
ably compact.
Proof. Let B′; B and G :G × B′ → B′ be as in Lemma 4.5. And suppose that B′
is de%nably compact. Since KerG G = G and G is de%nably-connected, we have
dim(KerG G)¡ dimG and by Lemma 4.1 there is a de%nable continuous embedding
# : (a; b) → G such that limt→a+#(t) = 1 and #(a; b) ⊆ G \ KerG G. Let x0 ∈B′ \ {0}.
Then for every t ∈ (a; b), the map G(#(t);−) :B′ → B′ is a de%nable automorphism of
B′ and therefore, there exists a unique x∈B′ such that G(#(t); x)= x0. This gives us a
de%nable function H : (a; b) → H(a; b) ⊆ B′. Since B′ is de%nably compact, there is an
element c∈B′ such that limt→a+ H(t) = c.
By Lemma 4.5, there is d∈B′ such that G is continuous at (1; c + d) and the
de%nable function G(−; d) :G → B′ is continuous. Then we have G(#(t); H(t) + d) =
G(#(t); H(t)) + G(#(t); d) = x0 + G(#(t); d) and, taking the limit as t → a+, we get
0 = G(1; c + d) = x0 + G(1; d) = x0 which is a contradiction.
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Suppose that A is de%nably compact. By Lemma 3.14, AG, A=AG, B and B′ are
de%nably compact.
The next corollary was also proved (using the theory of
∨
-de%nable groups) in [22,
Corollary 5.4] but under the assumption thatN has de%nable Skolem functions. Recall
from [17] that a de%nable group G is monogenic if there is g∈G such that the smallest
de%nable subgroup of G containing g (which exists by DCC) is G.
Fact 4.7 (27, Lemma 5.16). Let A E U be de9nable groups. If A ⊆ Z(U ) and U=A
is monogenic then U is abelian.
Corollary 4.8. Let U be a de9nably compact, de9nably-connected de9nable group.
Then U is either abelian or U=Z(U ) is a de9nably semi-simple de9nable group. In
particular, if U is solvable then it is abelian.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality thatN is ℵ0-saturated. Suppose that
U=Z(U ) is in%nite and not de%nably semi-simple. Then there is an in%nite, abelian,
normal, de%nably-connected, de%nable subgroup Z of U=Z(U ). By Remark 3.12 there is
a de%nable normal subgroup V of U containing Z(U ) (and so Z(U ) ⊆ Z(V )) such that
Z = V=Z(U ). Therefore V is solvable and dim V ¿ 0. By Lemma 3.14, V is de%nably
compact. If dim V ¡ dimU , then by induction V 0 is abelian. In this case let X = V 0.
If dim V = dimU , then V = U and U=Z(U ) is in%nite and abelian. Therefore by [27,
Corollary 5.8], there is an in%nite, de%nably-connected de%nably compact monogenic
de%nable subgroup Y of U=Z(U ). By Remark 3.12 there is a de%nable normal subgroup
W of U containing Z(U ) (and so Z(U ) ⊆ Z(W )) such that Y =W=Z(U ). By Fact 4.7,
W is abelian and dimW ¿ 0. In this case, let X =W 0.
Now X is a de%nable U -module by conjugation and by Theorem 4.6, we have
X = XU 6Z(U ) which is a contradiction.
We %nish this section with some applications of the results above to I-de%nable
solvable groups globally over I where I is a de%nable o-minimal expansion of an
ordered group.
Corollary 4.9. Let A be an I-de9nable abelian group globally over I . Suppose that
(A; :) is a non-trivial de9nable G-module where G is an in9nite de9nably-connected
de9nable group. Then there is a de9nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed 9eld
J which is a de9nable expansion of I and there are J-de9nable subgroups B and C
of A such that B¡C and C=B is J-de9nably isomorphic to the additive group of J.
Proof. Let G :G × B′ → B′ be as in Lemma 4.5. Then by Lemma 3.17, B′ is a one-
dimensional torsion-free ordered I′-de%nable group with domain I and identity 0 and
KerG G = G, where I′ is the de%nable o-minimal expansion of I obtained by adding
a predicate for B = AG, B′ and C (which is the de%nable subgroup of A such that
C=B= B′).
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By Lemma 4.1 there is a continuous de%nable embedding # : (a; b) ⊆ N → G
such that limt→a+ #(t) = 1 and #((a; b)) ⊆ G \ KerG G. For each t ∈ (a; b), the map
G(#(t);−) :B′ → B′ is a de%nable automorphism of B′. Let z0 ∈B′ \ {0}. Since
B′ is monogenic, G(#(t);−) is determined by G(#(t); z0). On the other hand, since
G(−; z0) :G → B′ is continuous, G(#((a; b)); z0) = (0; e) ⊆ B′. Therefore, there is an
in%nite de%nable family I : (0; e)×B′ → B′ of de%nable automorphisms of B′ given by
I(x; b)=G(y; b) for some (equivalently for all) y∈ #((a; b)) ⊆ G such that x=G(y; z0).
If J is the de%nable o-minimal expansion of I′ obtained by adding a predicate for
I, then by [14, Lemma 1.7], J is not linearly bounded with respect to the group
operation of B′ and so there is an J-de%nable real closed %eld whose additive group
is B′.
Corollary 4.10. Let U be an I-de9nable solvable group globally over I which is not
abelian. Then there is a de9nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed 9eld J which
is a de9nable expansion of I and there are J-de9nable subgroups B and C of U
such that B¡C and C=B is J-de9nably isomorphic to the additive group of J.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that N is ℵ0-saturated. Since
U=Z(U ) is in%nite and solvable, there is an in%nite, abelian, normal, de%nably-connected,
de%nable subgroup Z of U=Z(U ). By Remark 3.12 there is a de%nable normal subgroup
V of U containing Z(U ) (and so Z(U ) ⊆ Z(V )) such that Z=V=Z(U ). Therefore V is
solvable and dim V ¿ 0. By Lemma 3.17, V is an I-de%nable solvable group globally
over I . If V is abelian, put X =V . Suppose that dim V ¡ dimU and V is not abelian.
Then by induction, the result holds. If dim V = dimU and V is not abelian, then
V =U and U=Z(U ) is in%nite and abelian. By [27, Corollary 5.8], there is an in%nite,
de%nably-connected, monogenic de%nable subgroup Y of U=Z(U ). By Remark 3.12
there is a de%nable normal subgroup W of V containing Z(U ) (and so Z(U ) ⊆ Z(W ))
such that Y = W=Z(U ). By Fact 4.7, W is abelian and dimW ¿ 0. In this case put
X =W . In both cases, X is a non-trivial de%nable U -module under conjugation since
XU 6Z(U ). Now the result follows from Corollary 4.9.
5. Denable solvable groups
5.1. Preliminary lemmas
In this subsection, I will be a maximal de%nable o-minimal expansion of an or-
dered group (I; 0;+;¡). Recall that if G is a one-dimensional, torsion-free, de%nably-
connected, de%nable group, then G is an abelian, divisible, ordered de%nable group
with no non-trivial proper de%nable subgroups. In this case, if A is a de%nable group
and f :G → A a de%nable continuous map, by limx→+∞ f(x)∈A, we mean that this
limit exists and is an element of A. Moreover, we will say that G is globally orthogo-
nal to I if the de%nable o-minimal structure induced by N on the ordered de%nable
group G is globally orthogonal to I.
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Lemma 5.1. Let A be a de9nably compact de9nable group. Suppose that G is a
one-dimensional, torsion-free, de9nably-connected, de9nable group, (A; C)∈EKN(G; B)
and (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; C). Then U is de9nably isomorphic to A× G.
Proof. Let s :G → U and let U;s and hU; s be as in Proposition 3.23. Since A is
de%nably compact, for all x∈G, the limit limy→+∞ hU; s(x; y) exists in A.
For each x∈G, let gU; s(x)= limy→+∞ hU; s(x; y)∈A. By Eq. (2) we have hU; s(x; y)=
U;s(x)(hU; s(y; z))hU; s(x; yz)(hU; s(xy; z))
−1. Taking the limit as z → +∞ (note that,
since G is an ordered group yz → +∞ as z → +∞) we obtain for all x; y∈G,
hU; s(x; y)=U;s(x)(gU; s(y))gU; s(x)(gU; s(xy))
−1 which is Eq. (5). By Proposition 3.24,
this implies that U is de%nably isomorphic to Ao:G for some homomorphism : :G →
AutN(A) such that the induced map : :G × A→ A is de%nable.
By Theorem 4.6, (A; :) is a trivial de%nable G-module, and so U is de%nably iso-
morphic to A× G.
Lemma 5.2. Let A = (I; 0;+) and G = (I; 0;⊕) be I-de9nably-connected one-
dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable groups. Suppose that (A; :) is an I-de9nable
G-module and I is linearly bounded with respect to +. If (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; :), then
U is de9nably isomorphic to A× G.
Proof. By Corollary 4.9, (A; :) is a trivial de%nable G-module.
Let c∈Z2I(G; A; :) be as in Proposition 3.27. Since I is linearly bounded with
respect to +, by [14, Proposition 3.2], there are r1; : : : ; rl ∈(I) such that for each
x; y∈G we have c(x; y) = rxy+ o(x; y) where rx ∈{r1; : : : ; rl} and o :G ×G → A is a
de%nable function such that, for each x∈G, the de%nable function ox :G → A, de%ne
by ox(y) = o(x; y) is bounded (in particular, limy→+∞ o(x; y)∈A).
Let g; h; k ∈G, and suppose h is large enough so that rh= rg⊕h= r. Then by Eq. (6)
we have
c(h; k)− c(g⊕ h; k) + c(g; h⊕ k)− c(g; h)
= [rg(h⊕ k) + o(g; h⊕ k)]− [rg(h) + o(g; h)] + [o(h; k)− o(g⊕ h; k)]
= 0:
Therefore for all g∈G, we see that rg = 0, since the above equality implies that rg is
bounded (take k → +∞). And so, for all g∈G, we %nd that limh→+∞ c(g; h)∈A.
For each g∈G let b(g) = limk→+∞ c(g; k)∈A. For all g; h; k ∈G we have c(h; k)−
c(g ⊕ h; k) + c(g; h ⊕ k) − c(g; h) = 0 by equation (6). Taking the limit as k → +∞
(note that, since G is an ordered group hk → +∞ as k → +∞) we obtain c(g; h) =
b(h) − b(g ⊕ h) + b(g). Therefore, by Proposition 3.28, U is de%nably isomorphic to
A× G.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a one-dimensional, de9nably-connected, torsion-free de9nable
group and let A be an I-de9nable solvable group globally over I . Suppose that G
and I are globally orthogonal, (A; C)∈EKN(G; B) and (U; j)∈ExtN(G; A; C). Then
U is de9nably isomorphic to A× G.
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Proof. Let s :G → U and let U;s and hU; s be as in Proposition 3.23. Let x∈G. If
limy→+∞ hU; s(x; y) does not exist in A, then by the monotonicity theorem, for some
q∈{1; : : : ; n}, the de%nable map bq :G → I given by bq(y) = 5q(hU; s(x; y)) where
5q : I n → I is the projection onto the q-coordinate, determines a de%nable bijection
between an unbounded subinterval K in G and the unbounded subinterval bq(K) of I .
But since we have de%nable group structures on I and on G, this de%nable bijection
can be extended to a de%nable bijection between I and G, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, for all x∈G, limy→+∞ hU; s(x; y)∈A.
For each x∈G, let gU; s(x)= limy→+∞ hU; s(x; y)∈A. By Eq. (2) we have hU; s(x; y)
= U;s(x)(hU; s(y; z))hU; s(x; yz)(hU; s(xy; z))
−1. Taking the limit as z → +∞ (note that,
since G is an ordered group yz → +∞ as z → +∞) we obtain for all x; y∈G,
hU; s(x; y)= U;s(x)(gU; s(y))gU; s(x)(gU; s(xy))
−1 which is equation (5). By Proposition
3.24, this implies that U is de%nably isomorphic to Ao: G for some homomorphism
: :G → AutN(A) such that the induced map : :G × A→ A is de%nable.
To %nish, we need to show that :(g)(a) = a for all a∈A and g∈G. Suppose that
this is not the case.
Suppose that A is abelian. Then (A; :) is a de%nable G-module. Let B′ and G :G ×
B′ → B′ be as in Lemma 4.5. Then B′ is a one-dimensional torsion-free ordered
I-de%nable group with domain I and KerGG = 1. Let x0 ∈B′ \ {0}. For each t ∈G,
G(t;−) :B′ → B′ is a de%nable automorphism of B′. Therefore there is a de%nable
map H :G → B′ such that G(t; H(t)) = x0 for all t ∈G. Since I and G are globally
orthogonal, there is c∈B′ such that limt→−∞ H(t) = c. By Lemma 4.5, there is d∈B′
such that G is continuous at (1; c + d) and the de%nable function G(−; d) :G → B′ is
continuous. Then we have G(t; H(t)+d)=G(t; H(t))+G(t; d)= x0 +G(t; d) and, taking
the limit as t → −∞, we get 0=G(1; c+d)=x0+G(1; d)=x0 which is a contradiction.
Suppose on the other hand that A is not abelian. Then by Corollary 4.10, I is a de%n-
able o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld. By [19, Corollary 2.22 and Fact 2..25]
we have, after %xing a basis for the tangent space of each A, a
de%nable homomorphism  :G → GL(m; I) de%ned by (g) = d0(:(g)) and with
kernel {g∈G : :(g)(a) = a for all a∈A} = 1. So G is in de%nable bijection with a
one-dimensional, de%nably-connected de%nable subset (G) of Im
2
. But since I ex-
pands a real closed %eld, there is an I-de%nable bijection between (G) and I . And
so there is a de%nable bijection between G and I which is again a contradiction.
Let U be a de%nable abelian group of dimension two and with no de%nably compact
parts. Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 above show that either U is de%nably isomorphic to a direct
product of two one-dimensional torsion-free de%nable groups, or U is a de%nable group
in a de%nable o-minimal expansion I of a real closed %eld (I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) and there
is an I-de%nable extension 1→ A→ U → G → 1 where A=(I; 0;+) and G=(I; 0;⊕)
is a one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group.
Before we consider the latter case, we prove the following lemma which is related
to the Miller–Starchenko problem we mentioned in the introduction.
Lemma 5.4. Let I = (I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡ ; : : :) be a de9nable o-minimal expansion of a
real closed 9eld and let G = (I; 0;⊕) be an I-de9nable one-dimensional torsion-free
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ordered group. Then G is I-de9nably isomorphic to (I; 0;+) if and only if there is an
I-de9nable C1 function  :G → I such that (0) = 0, ′(0) = 0 and ′(t) @⊕@x (0; t) =
′(0) for all t ∈G, where ⊕(x; t) = x ⊕ t for all x∈G.
Proof. For x; t ∈G, let t(x) = x ⊕ t. Then for all s; t ∈G, we have dtd x (s) = @⊕@x (s; t)
where ⊕(s; t) = s⊕ t.
Suppose that  :G → (I; 0;+) is an I-de%nable isomorphism. Then  is C1 with
(0)= 0, and for all x; t ∈G we have (t(x))= (x ⊕ t)= (x) + (t). Taking the
derivative with respect to x in this equation, we get ′(t(x)) dtd x (x) = 
′(x). Putting
x=0 we get ′(t) dtd x (0)=




d x (0). Therefore,
dt
d x (0) = 0 and so ′(0) = 0.
Let  :G → I be an I-de%nable C1 function such that (0) = 0, ′(0) = 0 and




′(0). Using the equation obtained above from the associativity of ⊕,
we get ′(t(s)) dtd x (s)
ds
d x (0)=
′(0). But ′(s) dsd x (0)=
′(0) and therefore, after dividing
both sides of this equation by dsd x (0), we get 
′(t(s)) dtd x (s) = 
′(s). This implies that
for each t ∈G, the de%nable function > :G → I given by >(x)= (t(x))− (x)− (t)
is such that d>d x (s) = 0 for all s∈G, i.e.  is an I-de%nable isomorphism.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that I is an expansion of a real closed 9eld and that we have
an I-de9nable abelian extension 1 → A → U → G → 1 where A = (I; 0;+;¡) and
G=(I; 0;⊕;¡) is a one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable group. Let m∈N. Then
there is a 2-cocycle c∈Z2I(G; A) corresponding to this I-de9nable extension and
there is J¿ 0 such that c is Cm everywhere except possibly on {J}×G∪G×{J}.
Moreover, U is I-de9nably isomorphic to A×G i? there is an I-de9nable function
 :G¿




(0; s) = ′(0)− @c
@x
(0; s):
Proof. Let t :G → U be an I-de%nable section. Then by o-minimality there are
g0¿J¿ 0 such that t is Cm on (g0J;+∞). Let s :G → U be the I-de%nable section
given by: for all g∈G, if g¿  J then s(g) = t(g ⊕ g0)t(g0)−1 and if g6  J then
s(g)=s(g)−1. Then s(0)=0 and s is Cm on G\{J}. Let c(g; h)=s(g)s(h)s(g⊕h)−1
be the corresponding I-de%nable 2-cocycle. Then c is Cm everywhere except possibly
on {J} × G ∪ G × {J}.
By Proposition 3.27 U is I-de%nably isomorphic to an I-de%nable group V with
domain A × G and group operation given by (a; x)(b; y) = (a + b + c(x; y); xy). By
Proposition 3.28, V (and therefore U ) is I-de%nably isomorphic with A × G if and
only if there is an I-de%nable function  :G → A with (0)=0 such that the de%nable
function > :G → U , >(s) = (−(s); s) is a de%nable homomorphism. Or equivalently,
if and only if there is an I-de%nable function  :G¿
J → A with (0) = 0 such
that the de%nable function > :G¿
J → U , >(s) = (−(s); s) is a de%nable partial
homomorphism (because such an I-de%nable partial homomorphism > :G¿
J → U
can easily be extended to an I-de%nable homomorphism : :G → U and so V is
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I-de%nably isomorphic to A×G). Equivalently, if and only if there is an I-de%nable
function  :G¿
J → A such that
∀t; x∈G¿
J; (t(x)) = (x) + (t)− c(x; t); (a)
or equivalently
∀t; x∈G¿








(0) = ′(0)− @c
@x
(0; s): (c)
To prove the converse replace s by s⊕ t in Eq. (c). Then we get ′(t(s)) ds⊕td x (0)=
′(0) − @c
@x
(0; s ⊕ t). By associativity of ⊕, we get ds⊕td x (0) = dtd x (s) dsd x (0). Therefore,
′(t(s)) dtd x (s)
ds
d x (0) = 
′(0) − @c@x (0; s ⊕ t). On the other hand, if in Eq. (6) we put
g = x, h = s, k = t and take the derivative with respect to x and put x = 0, we get
− @c@x (s; t) dsd x (0) + @c@x (0; s ⊕ t) − @c@x (0; s) = 0. Using this we get ′(t(s)) dtd x (s) dsd x (0) =
′(0) − @c@x (0; s) − @c@x (s; t) dsd x (0). But ′(s) dsd x (0) = ′(0) − @c@x (0; s) by Eq. (c). Thus
′(t(s)) dtd x (s)
ds
d x (0)=
′(s) dsd x (0)− @c@x (s; t) dsd x (0). And, after dividing both sides of this
equation by dsd x (0), we get Eq. (b).
5.2. The main theorems
Remark 5.6. Suppose that A is a de%nably-connected de%nable solvable group of the
form A=K ×A1×· · ·×Ar where K is de%nably compact and de%nably-connected and
where, for each i=1; : : : ; r, there is a de%nable o-minimal expansion Ii of an ordered
group pairwise globally orthogonal such that Ai is an Ii-de%nable group globally over
Ii. Then AutN(A) = AutN(K)× AutN(A1)× · · · × AutN(Ar).
In fact, let  :A → A be a de%nable automorphism of A. Then, since K is the
maximal de%nably compact, de%nably-connected de%nable subgroup of A, by Lemmas
3.14 and 3.15, (K) is a de%nably compact, de%nably-connected de%nable subgroup of
A, and so (K) ⊆ K . For i = 1; : : : ; k, the subgroup Ai is the maximal Ii-de%nable
subgroup of A globally over Ii. By Lemma 3.17, (Ai) is an Ii-de%nable subgroup of
A globally over Ii. Therefore, (Ai) ⊆ Ai.
The following important result is proved by Peterzil and Steinhorn.
Theorem 5.7 (Theorem 1.2 [23]). Let G be a de9nable group which is not de9nably
compact. Then G has a one-dimensional torsion-free ordered de9nable subgroup.
We are ready to prove one of our main results describing de%nable solvable groups.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that U is a de9nably-connected de9nable solvable group. Then
U has a de9nable normal subgroup V such that U=V is a de9nably compact de9n-
able solvable group and V = K × W1 × · · · × Ws × V1 × · · · × Vk . Here K is the
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de9nably-connected, de9nably compact normal subgroup of U of maximal dimen-
sion. For each j∈{1; : : : ; s} (resp., i∈{1; : : : ; k}), there is a semi-bounded o-minimal
expansion Jj of a group (resp., an o-minimal expansion Ii of a real closed 9eld)
de9nable in N all of which are pairwise globally orthogonal such that Wj is a direct
product of copies of the additive group of Jj and Vi is de9nably isomorphic to an
Ii-de9nable solvable group with no Ii-de9nably compact parts.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the dimension of U . The result is clearly true for
dimension zero. So let U be as above and suppose that the result is true for solvable
de%nable groups of lower dimensions.
We %rst show the existence of K . If U has no non-trivial de%nably compact de%nably-
connected de%nable normal subgroups, then we put K = 1. Otherwise, let K ′ be a
de%nably compact de%nably-connected de%nable normal subgroup of U of positive di-
mension and let U1 = U=K ′. Then since dimU1¡ dimU , it follows that U1 has a
de%nably-connected de%nably compact normal, de%nable subgroup K1 of maximal di-
mension. Now apply Remark 3.12 and let K be the de%nable normal subgroup of U
which is a de%nable extension of K1 by K ′. By Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15, K is a de%nably
compact de%nably-connected de%nable normal subgroup of U . We show that K is the
unique such de%nable subgroup of maximal dimension. Let H be a de%nably compact,
de%nably-connected, de%nable normal subgroup of U . Since KH=K is de%nably iso-
morphic to H=K ∩H , by Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15, KH and KH=K are de%nably compact
de%nably-connected de%nable groups with KH normal in U and KH=K normal in U1.
Therefore, KH=K ⊆ K1 and KH ⊆ K .
Set U ′ = U=K . Then U ′ is de%nably-connected (by Lemma 3.15) and has no non-
trivial de%nably compact, de%nably-connected, de%nable normal subgroups. In particular,
U ′ is not de%nably compact. Therefore, by Theorem 5.7 (i.e., [23, Theorem 1.2]),U ′ has a
de%nably-connected, one-dimensional, torsion-free de%nable subgroup H . In particular,
H has no de%nably compact parts. For each u∈U ′, uHu−1 is also a one dimensional
de%nable solvable group with no de%nably compact parts. Moreover, HuHu−1=H is de-
%nably isomorphic to H=H∩uHu−1 and, by Lemma 3.18, H∩uHu−1 is also a de%nable
solvable group with no de%nably compact parts. By Lemma 3.18 again, HuHu−1 is
a de%nable solvable group with no de%nably compact parts dim(HuHu−1) = dimH +
dim(H=H ∩ uHu−1)¿ dimH . Therefore, there is a de%nable solvable subgroup W of
U ′ with no de%nably compact parts and of maximal dimension. By exactly the same
argument as above, we see that W is a normal subgroup of U ′ and U ′=W is de%nably
compact. Now apply Remark 3.12 and let V be the de%nable normal subgroup of U
which is a de%nable extension of W by K . Then U=V = U ′=W is de%nably compact.
Since W is a de%nable solvable group with no de%nably compact parts, there is a
normal de%nable subgroup W ′ of W such that G =W=W ′ is a one dimensional de%n-
able solvable group with no de%nably compact parts. Apply Remark 3.12 and let V ′
be the de%nable normal subgroup of V which is a de%nable extension of W ′ by K .
Then dim V ′¡ dim V , and by the induction hypothesis, the result holds for V ′ i.e.,
V ′=K ×W ′1× · · ·×W ′s ×V ′1× · · ·×V ′k , where K is the de%nably-connected, de%nably
compact normal subgroup of V ′ of maximal dimension. For each j∈{1; : : : ; s} (resp.,
i∈{1; : : : ; k}) there is a semi-bounded o-minimal expansion J′j of a group (resp., an
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o-minimal expansion I′i of a real closed %eld) de%nable in N all of which are pair-
wise globally orthogonal such that W ′j is a direct product of copies of the additive
group of J′j and V
′
i is de%nably isomorphic to an I
′
i -de%nable solvable group with
no I′i -de%nably compact parts.
To %nish the proof of the theorem, use Remark 5.6, Remark 3.26, and Lemmas 5.1,
5.2 and 5.3
Remark 5.9. Let U be a de%nably-connected de%nable abelian group and let
V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk be the subgroups of U given by Theorem 5.8. If
A∈{V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk}, then A is invariant under every de%nable endomor-
phism of U .
In fact, let  :U → U be a de%nable endomorphism of U and let B =W1 × · · · ×
Ws×V1× · · ·×Vk . Then B is the maximal de%nable subgroup of U with no de%nably
compact parts. By Lemma 3.18, (B) is a de%nable subgroup of U with no de%nably
compact parts, and so (B) ⊆ B. Similarly, (K) ⊆ K and consequently (V ) ⊆ V .
For i = 1; : : : ; k, the subgroup Vi is the maximal Ii-de%nable subgroup of U globally
over Ii. By Lemma 3.17, (Vi) is an Ii-de%nable subgroup of U globally over Ii.
Therefore, (Vi) ⊆ Vi and similarly, (Wj) ⊆ Wj for all j = 1; : : : ; s.
The same argument, shows that if U is solvable, then A is invariant under every
de%nable automorphism of U .
Theorem 5.10. Let I=(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡ ; : : :) be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed
9eld and let U be an I-de9nable solvable group with no I-de9nably compact parts.
Then U =W ×V , where W is the maximal de9nable subgroup of U which is a direct
product of copies of the linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable
group. The group V is an I-de9nable group whose centre Z(V ) has an I-de9nable
subgroup Z such that Z(V )=Z is a direct product of copies of the linearly bounded
one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable group and such that there are I-de9nable
subgroups 1¡Z1¡ · · ·¡Zm = Z where for each l∈{1; : : : ; m}, the group Zl=Zl−1 is
the additive group of I, and V=Z(V ) I-de9nably embeds into GL(n; I).
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the dimension of U . The result is clearly
true for dimension one. So let U be as above and suppose that the result is true for
I-de%nable solvable groups with no I-de%nably compact parts of lower dimensions
than that of U .
Since U is an I-de%nable solvable group with no I-de%nably compact parts, there
is a normal I-de%nable subgroup U ′ of U such that G = U=U ′ is a one-dimensional
I-de%nable solvable group with no I-de%nably compact parts. Since dimU ′¡ dimU ,
by the induction hypothesis, the result holds for U ′. In particular, U ′ = W ′ × V ′
where W ′ is the maximal I-de%nable subgroup of U ′ which is a direct product of
copies of the linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group and
V ′ is an I-de%nable solvable group with no I-de%nably compact parts and with
no I-de%nable subgroups I-de%nably isomorphic to a direct product of copies of the
linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group. Note that under these
conditions, W ′ and V ′ are I-de%nable subgroups of U ′ invariant under all I-de%nable
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automorphisms of U ′. By Remark 3.26 and Lemma 5.3, U ′ is I-de%nably isomorphic
to W ′ × V ′′ where V ′′ is an I-de%nable extension of G by V ′. If G is I-de%nably
isomorphic to the linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group and
V ′′ is I-de%nably isomorphic to G × V ′, let W =W ′ × G and V = V ′; otherwise, let
W = W ′ and V = V ′′. Clearly, W has the properties mentioned in the theorem and
V is an I-de%nable solvable group with no I-de%nably compact parts and with no
I-de%nable subgroups I-de%nably isomorphic to a direct product of copies of the
linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group.
The fact that Z(V ) is as described is proved in the same way. The fact that V=Z(V )
I-de%nably embeds into some GL(n; I) is proved in [17, Corollary 3.3].
Corollary 5.11 below is an adaption of an argument due to Iwasawa (see the proof
of [10, Lemma 3.4]).
Corollary 5.11. Let I=(I; 0; 1;+; ·;¡ ; : : :) be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed
9eld with no Peterzil–Steinhorn I-de9nable groups. Then every I-de9nable solvable
group U with no I-de9nable compact parts is I-de9nably isomorphic to a de9nable
group of the form U ′ ×G1 · · ·Gk ·Gk+1 · · ·Gl where U ′ is a direct product of copies
of linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de9nable groups. For i=1; : : : ; k,
we have Gi = (I; 0;+) and for i = k + 1; : : : ; l, we have Gi = (I¿0; 1; ·).
Proof. By Theorem 5.10, we may assume that U =U ′ ×G where U ′ is the maximal
I-de%nable normal subgroup of U which is a product of copies of the linearly bounded
one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group and G is as described there. Further-
more, since there are no Peterzil–Steinhorn I-de%nable groups, every I-de%nable
abelian group with no I-de%nably compact parts is a direct product of one-dimensional
torsion-free I-de%nable groups. Therefore by an argument similar to that used in the
proof of Theorem 5.8 (substitute “de%nably compact, de%nably-connected de%nable
group” by “linearly bounded one-dimensional torsion-free I-de%nable group”), we can
assume that Z(G) is a direct product of copies of additive group of I and there are
I-de%nable subgroups 1=H0 E H1 E · · · E Hn+1=G such that for each i∈{1; : : : ; n},
Hi is the smallest de%nable normal subgroup of Hi+1 such that Hi+1=Hi is abelian,
Hi=Hi−1 is a direct product of copies of additive group of I and Hn+1=Hn is a di-
rect product of copies (possibly zero copies) of the linearly bounded one-dimensional
torsion-free I-de%nable group.
Let PG=G=Z(G). Since PG I-de%nably embeds into some GL(k; I), by [18, Theorem
4.1] and the remark above, PG = PG1 · · · PG Pk · PG Pk+1 · · · PG Pl where for each i∈{1; : : : ; Pk},
PGi = (I; 0;+) and for each i∈{ Pk + 1; : : : ; Pl}, PGi = (I¿0; 1; ·). Let N be the I-de%nable
extension of PG1 · · · PG Pk · PG Pk+1 · · · PG Pl−1 by Z(U ) (and therefore G=N is a one dimensional
torsion-free I-de%nably-connected I-de%nable group). By induction it is enough to
show that G contains an I-de%nable subgroup H (I-de%nably isomorphic with G=N )
such that G = NH and H ∩ N = 1.
We prove this by induction on Pl. Note that if Pl=0 or Pl=1, then G is abelian (in the
second case by Fact 4.7) and so the claim holds by assumption. Assume that the claim
is true all I-de%nable groups with no I-de%nably compact parts and with lower Pl.
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Suppose that N contains a proper I-de%nable normal subgroup N1 of G. By in-
duction applied to G=N1 there is an I-de%nable subgroup G1 such that G = NG1,
G1 ∩ N = N1 and G1=N1 = G=N , Again the induction assumption for G1 and N1 gives
us an I-de%nable subgroup H such that G1 = N1H and H ∩ N1 = 1. This H satis%es
the claim.
We can therefore assume that N has no proper I-de%nable subgroup which is normal
in G. If N is in the centre of G then by Fact 4.7, G is abelian and by assumption the
claim is proved. If N is not in the centre of G then, using the decomposition series
1 = K0 E K1 E · · · E Km+1 = N of N like the one we obtained for G above, we see
that N must be a direct product of k copies of the additive group of I. Therefore
N is an I-de%nable G-module under conjugation and we have a natural I-de%nable
homomorphism A :G → GL(k; I). And so there is an I-de%nable embedding G=N →
GL(k; I). We show that that there is g∈G such that det(A(g) − Id) = 0 and so
[N; g] =N . Since N is not in the centre of G, there is g∈G which does not commute
with some element in N . Let N ′ be the eigenspace for the value 1 of the matrix
A(g). Since A(G) is abelian, N ′ is invariant under all the A(h). But this means that
the I-de%nable subgroup N ′ of N is normal in G and therefore by the assumption
we must have either N ′ = N or N ′ = 1. The %rst case does not hold since g does not
commute with some element of N . Therefore N ′=1, det(A(g)−Id) = 0 and [N; g]=N .
Now take an arbitrary element y∈G and put z = gyg−1y−1. Since G=N is abelian,
we have z ∈N . Take u∈N such that z = gug−1u−1 and put v= u−1y. It follows that
gv=vg and so G=NCG(g). If x∈CG(g)∩N , then gxg−1x−1=1 and det(A(g)−Id) = 0
implies that x = 1, i.e. CG(g) ∩ N = 1.
Corollary 5.12. Let I and U be as in Corollary 5.11. Then G=G1 · · ·Gk ·Gk+1 · · ·Gl,
there is an I-de9nable embedding I-de9nably of G into some GL(n; I) and U is
I-de9nably isomorphic to a group de9nable in one of the reducts (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕),
(I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕; et) or (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕; tb1 ; : : : ; tbr ) of I where (I; 0;⊕) is the Miller–
Starchenko group of I, et is the I-de9nable exponential map (if it exists), and
the tbj ’s are I-de9nable power functions. Moreover, if U is nilpotent then U is
I-de9nably isomorphic to a group de9nable in the reduct (I; 0; 1;+; ·;⊕) of I.
Proof. Since G = G1 · · ·Gk · Gk+1 · · ·Gl, an induction on l shows that G I-de%nably
embeds into some GL(n; I) and G is I-de%nably isomorphic to a group de%nable in
one of the following reducts (I; 0; 1;+; ·), (I; 0; 1;+; ·; et) or (I; 0; 1;+; ·; tb1 ; : : : ; tbr ) of I
where et is the I-de%nable exponential map (if it exists), and the tbj ’s are I-de%nable
power functions. If U is nilpotent then G is nilpotent and by [19, Proposition 3.10],
G is I-de%nably isomorphic to a group de%nable in the reduct (I; 0; 1;+; ·) of I.
Remark 5.13 (Peterzil et al. [19]). There are solvable linear groups U and V de%n-
able in o-minimal expansions of (R; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) by exp and tr respectively, such that
U (resp., V ) is not isomorphic, even abstractly, to a de%nable group in o-minimal
expansions of (R; 0; 1;+; ·;¡) by some ts (resp., to a real semi-algebraic group). For
example, take A= (R2; 0;+), G = (R; 0;+) and H = (R¿0; 1; ·). Let U = Ao G and
V =Ao> H , where (t)(a; b)= (exp(t)a+ t exp(t)b; exp(t)b) and >(t)(a; b)= (ta; trb).
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We end this subsection with the following result from [23] which shows that de%n-
able abelian groups are not necessarily the direct product of a de%nable abelian group
with no de%nably compact parts and a de%nably compact de%nable abelian group.
Fact 5.14 (Peterzil and Steinhorn [23]). Let R˜=(R; 0; 1;+;¡). Then for m; n∈N and
L an integral lattice in Rn there are R˜-de%nable abelian groups T (m; n; L) and T (n; L)
with dimensions m+ n and n respectively, such that we have an R˜-de%nable extension
1→ (Rm; 0;+)→ T (m; n; L)→ T (n; L)→ 1. Moreover, if L is generic then (Rm; 0;+)
does not have an R˜-de%nable complement in T (m; n; L) and T (n; L) does not have
R˜-de%nable in%nite proper subgroups.
The same result holds in (R; 0; 1;+; ·;¡).
6. The Lie–Kolchin–Mal’cev theorem
6.1. More on de9nable G-modules
In this subsection we will describe de%nable G-modules, generalising a result from
[12] describing faithful, de%nably irreducible de%nable G-modules.
Notation. Let (A; :) be a de%nable G-module. For i=1; : : : ; m, let (Ai; :i) be a de%nable
Gi-module. We write (G; A; :) = (G1; A1; :1)× · · · × (Gm; Am; :m) if G=G1 × · · · ×Gm,
A=A1× · · · ×Am and for all g=(g1; : : : ; gm)∈G, and all a=(a1; : : : ; am)∈A we have
:(g)(a)=(:1(g1)(a1); : : : ; :m(gm)(am)). Recall also that PG denotes G=Ker : and we have
a natural de%nable PG-module (A; P:). Also, PA = A=AG and we have a natural de%nable
G-module ( PA; : PA).
Theorem 6.1. Let (U; :) be a de9nable non-trivial G-module where U and G are in-
9nite de9nably-connected de9nable groups. Let V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws and V1; : : : ; Vk be the
de9nable subgroups of U given in Theorem 5.8. Then k¿ 1, and for A∈
{V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk}, we have that (A; :|A) is a de9nable G-submodule of (U; :)
which is trivial for A∈{K;W1; : : : ; Ws}. Moreover, (U=V; :|U=V ) is a trivial de9nable
G-module.
Proof. Let A∈{V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk}. By Remark 5.9, (A; :|A) is a de%nable
G-submodule of (U; :). For A∈{K;W1; : : : ; Ws}, Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 4.6 shows
that (A; :|A) is a trivial de%nable G-module. Also (U=V; :|U=V ) is a trivial de%nable
G-module by Theorem 4.6.
Let B′; B and G :G × B′ → B′ be as in Lemma 4.5. Suppose that k = 0. Then by
the paragraph above, V is contained in UG. But by Lemma 3.14, U=UG, B and B′ are
de%nably compact, contradicting Theorem 4.6.
Corollary 6.2. Let U be a de9nable solvable group which is not abelian-by-9nite.
Then are de9nable subgroups B and C of U such that C=B is the additive group of
a de9nable real closed 9eld.
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Proof. Suppose that U is de%nably-connected and let V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk be
the subgroups of U given by Theorem 5.8. If Vi is not abelian for some i, then the
result follows from Corollary 4.10. So suppose that Vi is abelian for each i. Then V
is a de%nable U -module under conjugation. If for some i, Vi is a non-trivial de%nable
U -submodule of V , then the result follows from Corollary 4.9. So suppose that Vi
is a trivial de%nable U -submodule of V for all i. We can assume without loss of
generality that N is ℵ0-saturated. Then by Theorem 6.1, V ⊆ Z(U ) and U=Z(U ) is
a de%nably-connected de%nable subgroup of U=V and so it is abelian and de%nably
compact by Lemma 3.14. Since U=Z(U ) is in%nite and abelian, there is an in%nite
monogenic de%nable subgroup Z of U=Z(U ). By Remark 3.12, let W be the de%nable
normal subgroup of U such that W=Z(U ) = Z . By Fact 4.7, W is abelian and W is a
non-trivial de%nable U -module under conjugation, since WU = Z(U ). But W=WU = Z
is de%nably compact contradicting Theorem 4.6.
Peterzil and Starchenko have shown ([22, Corollary 5.1]), assuming that N has de-
%nable Skolem functions, that if U=(U; ·) is a de%nable group which is not abelian-by-
%nite, then a real closed %eld is interpretable in U. Here we get the following.
Corollary 6.3. Let U be a de9nable group which is not abelian-by-9nite. Then a real
closed 9eld is de9nable in (N;¡ ;U; ·).
Proof. Suppose that U is de%nably-connected. Let R(U ) be the maximal de%nably-
connected de%nable normal solvable subgroup of U . If R(U ) is abelian then it is a
de%nable U -module under conjugation and if it is non-trivial we can apply Theorem
6.1. Otherwise we have Z(U )=R(U ) and U=Z(U ) is an in%nite de%nably semi-simple
de%nable group and the result follows from [19, Theorem 4.1]. If R(U ) is not abelian
then the result follows from Corollary 6.2.
Theorem 6.4. Let (U; :); G and B=V1 × · · · × Vk be as in Theorem 6.1. Then
( PG; B; P:)= (G1; V1; :1)×· · ·×(Gk; Vk ; :k) where for each i∈{1; : : : ; k}, Gi is a de9nably-
connected de9nable group de9nably isomorphic to an Ii-de9nable subgroup of some
GL(mi; Ii). Moreover (Vi; :i) is a faithful de9nable Gi-module and Vi=(I
¿i0i
i ; 1i ; ·i)li ×
(Ii; 0i ;+i)ni .
Proof. Let mi =dim Vi. By [19, Corollary 2.22 and Fact 2..25] we have, after %xing a
basis for the tangent space of each Vi, a de%nable homomorphism G → GL(m1; I1)×
· · · × GL(mk; Ik) given by g → (d0(:|V1 (g)); : : : ; d0(:|Vk (g)) and with kernel Ker :.
This shows that PG = G1 × · · · × Gk where each Gi is de%nably isomorphic with an
Ii-de%nable subgroup of GL(mi; Ii). Since G is de%nably-connected, by Lemma 3.15,
PG is de%nably-connected and so each Gi is de%nably-connected. If we show that for
j = i, Gi ⊆ Ker P:|Vj , then, to prove the %rst part of the theorem, we can take :i = P:|Vi .
Let j = i. If Gi = 1 then the claim holds trivially. So suppose that Gi is in%nite
and Gi is not contained in Ker P:|Vj . Then Vj is a non-trivial de%nable Gi-module. Let
G :Gi×B′ → B′ be as in Lemma 4.5. Then B′ is a one-dimensional torsion-free ordered
Ij-de%nable group which, we can assume without loss of generality, has domain Ij.
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If we apply Lemma 4.1 with U=Gi, V=KerGiG andN=Ii and use the fact that Ii is
an o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld, then there is a continuous Ii-de%nable
embedding # : Ii → Gi such that limt→−∞ #(t) = 1 and #(Ii) ⊆ Gi \ KerGi G. Let
x0 ∈B′ \{0}. For each t ∈ Ii, the map G(#(t);−) :B′ → B′ is a de%nable automorphism
of B′. Therefore there is a de%nable map H : Ii → B′ such that for all t ∈ Ii, we have
G(#(t); H(t))=x0. Since Ii and Ij are globally orthogonal and are de%nable o-minimal
expansions of real closed %elds, there is c∈B′ such that limt→−∞ H(t)= c. By Lemma
4.5, there is d∈B′ such that G is continuous at (1; c + d) and the de%nable function
G(−; d) :G → B′ is continuous. Then we have G(#(t); H(t) + d) = G(#(t); H(t)) +
G(#(t); d)= x0 +G(#(t); d) and, taking the limit as t → −∞, we get 0=G(1; c+d)=
x0 + G(1; d) = x0 which is a contradiction.
Consider Gi as an Ii-de%nable group and consider the Ii-de%nable group Vio:i Gi
whose center is VGii × (Ker :i ∩ Z(Gi)) =VGii × {1}. By [17, Corollary 3.3] we have
that VioGi=(VGii ×{1}) is Ii-de%nably isomorphic with an Ii-de%nable subgroup of
some GL(li; Ii) and so by [19, Lemma 3.9] Vi = (I
¿i0i
i ; 1i ; ·i)li × (Ii; 0i ;+i)ni .
Theorem 6.5. Let I = Ii, H = Gi and (A; :) = (Vi; :i|Vi) be as in Theorem 6.4.
Then A = A0 × A1 × · · · × Am where (A0; :|A0 ) is the maximal trivial I-de9nable
H -submodule of (A; :), and for each j∈{1; : : : ; m}, we have that (Aj; :|Aj) is a de9n-
ably irreducible I-de9nable H -submodule of (A; :). If Hj=H=Ker(:|Aj), then (Aj; :|Aj)
is a I -semi-algebraic faithful and de9nably irreducible Hj-module and Hj=Z(Hj) is a
direct product of I -semi-algebraic I -semi-algebraically simple groups which are not
abelian.
Proof. Since by Theorem 6.4, A is a direct product of copies of the additive group
and the multiplicative group of I , we have A = A0 × A1 × · · · × Am where (A0; :|A0 )
is the maximal trivial I-de%nable H -submodule of (A; :), and for each j∈{1; : : : ; m},
we have that (Aj; :|Aj) is a de%nably irreducible I-de%nable H -submodule of (A; :).
Let Hj=H=Ker(:|Aj). Then (Aj; :|Aj) is a faithful and de%nably irreducible Hj-module
and by [12, Proposition 1.3], (Aj; :|Aj) is a I -semi-algebraic faithful and de%nably
irreducible Hj-module and Hj=Z(Hj) is a direct product of I -semi-algebraic I -semi-
algebraically simple groups which are not abelian.
Corollary 6.6. Suppose that (U; :) is a faithful and de9nably irreducible de9nable
G-module where U and G are in9nite de9nably-connected de9nable groups. Then
there is a de9nable o-minimal expansion I of a real closed 9eld (I; 0; 1;+; ·) such
that U is de9nably isomorphic to (I; 0;+)n, the de9nable group G is de9nably isomor-
phic to an I-de9nable subgroup of GL(n; I) and (U; :) is a I -semi-algebraic faith-
ful and de9nably irreducible G-module. Moreover, G=Z(G) is a direct product of
I -semi-algebraic I -semi-algebraically simple groups which are not abelian.
Proof. Since (U; :) is a faithful and de%nably irreducible de%nable G-module, it is
non-trivial, PU=U , PG=G and by Theorem 6.1, we have U=V =V1. Let I=I1. Then
by Theorem 6.4, G is de%nably isomorphic to an I-de%nable subgroup of GL(n; I)
where n = dimU and U is de%nably isomorphic to (I¿0; 1; ·)r × (I; 0;+)s. We now
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show that U is de%nably isomorphic to (I; 0;+)n. If (I¿0; 1; ·) is de%nably isomorphic
to (I; 0;+) then we may assume that r = 0 and s = n. Otherwise, (I¿0; 1; ·)r is a
de%nable G-submodule of U and so either r = 0 or r = n. If r = 0, then s = n and
we are done. So assume that U is de%nably isomorphic to (I¿0; 1; ·)n. Since I is an
o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld, (I¿0; 1; ·) is I-de%nably isomorphic to an
ordered I-de%nable group (I; 0; ∗;¡) with respect to which I is linearly bounded.
This is because (I¿0; 1; ·) is not I-de%nably isomorphic to (I; 0;+). But then, (I; 0; ∗)n
is a faithful and de%nably irreducible de%nable G-module contradicting Corollary 4.9.
The rest of the result follows from Theorem 6.5.
6.2. The Lie–Kolchin–Mal’cev theorem
Let G be a de%nable group and X a subset of G. By DCC on de%nable subgroups,
the intersection d(X ) of all de%nable subgroups of G containing X is a de%nable
subgroup of G which we call it the de9nable subgroup of G generated by X .
Lemma 6.7. Let G be a de9nable group. Then the following holds: (1) The oper-
ator d is a closure operator i.e., for all subsets X; Y of G we have X ⊆ d(X ), if
Y ⊆ X then d(Y )6d(X ) and d(d(X )) = d(X ). (2) If the elements of X ⊆ G com-
mute with each other, then d(X ) is abelian. (3) If a subgroup A6G normalises
the subset X ⊆ G, then d(A) normalises d(X ). (4) If X; Y 6G then [d(X ); d(Y )]6
d([X; Y ]).
In particular, by (4), a subgroup H6G is solvable (resp., nilpotent) of class n iN
d(H) is also solvable (resp., nilpotent) of class n.
Proof. (1) is trivial. For (2) and (3) see the proof of [2, Lemma 5.35]. As for (4), the
proof in [2] for the %nite Morley rank analogue (see [2, Corollary 5.38 and Lemma
5.37] works in our case using the following result (which is a consequence of DCC):
if G is a de%nable group with H / G, H6A6G and H ⊆ Y ⊆ G satisfy A=H =
CG=H (Y=H), then A is de%nable.
Lemma 6.8. Let G be a de9nable group. (1) If G is de9nably-connected then every
9nite normal subgroup is contained in Z(G). If Z(G) is 9nite then G=Z(G) is cen-
treless. (2) If G is in9nite and nilpotent then Z(G) is in9nite. (3) If G is in9nite
solvable but not nilpotent then G has an in9nite proper maximal normal de9nable
subgroup H such that G=H is abelian.
Proof. (1) is the o-minimal analogue of [15, Corollary 1] and [2, Lemma 6.1]. The
proof is the same. (2) is the o-minimal analogue of [2, Lemma 6.2]; again the proof is
the same. (3) is proved by an argument contained in the proof of [20, Theorem 2.12].
We are now ready to prove the o-minimal version of the Lie–Kolchin–Mal’cev
theorem. The proof is a modi%cation of that in [15] for the case of %nite Morley rank.
Before we proceed, recall that, if U is a group, then U (1)=[U;U ] and U (2)=[U (1); U (1)].
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Theorem 6.9. If U is a de9nably-connected de9nable solvable group, then U (1) is a∨
-de9nable nilpotent normal subgroup and d(U (1)) is a de9nable nilpotent normal
subgroup.
Proof. Let U be a de%nably-connected, de%nable solvable group of minimal dimension
which is a counter-example to the theorem. So neither U (1) nor d(U (1)) is nilpotent.
Claim 1. We can assume that Z(U ) = Z(U (1)) = 1.
Proof of Claim 1. The fact that we may assume Z(U ) = 1 follows from (U=Z(U ))(1)
=U (1)Z(U )=Z(U )  U (1)=U (1)∩Z(U ) ⊇ U (1)=Z(U (1)). This is because U (1)∩Z(U )6
Z(U (1)). If Z(U ) has positive dimension, then (U=Z(U ))(1), U (1)=Z(U (1)) and U (1) are
nilpotent. So Z(U ) has dimension zero and we can substitute U by U=Z(U ) which is
centreless by Lemma 6.8.
By Lemma 3.2 U=CU (U (1)) is de%nable. We have: (U=CU (U (1)))(1)=U (1)CU (U (1))=
CU (U (1))  U (1)=U (1) ∩CU (U (1))=U (1)=Z(U (1)). If CU (U (1)) has positive dimension,
then (U=CU (U (1)))(1) is nilpotent and so U (1) is also nilpotent. Therefore, CU (U (1))
has dimension zero and by Lemma 6.8 we have Z(U (1)) ⊆ CU (U (1)) ⊆ Z(U ).
Claim 2. U (1) and d(U (1)) are torsion-free.
Proof of Claim 2. Clearly, U is not de%nably compact, for otherwise by Corollary 4.8,
it would be abelian. So by Theorem 5.8, U has a maximal de%nable normal subgroup
W with no de%nably compact parts. By Remark 3.13, U=W is a de%nable extension
of U=V by K , where K is the maximal de%nably-connected de%nably compact normal
de%nable subgroup of U and V =K ×W . Since W and U are de%nably-connected, by
Lemma 3.15, U=W is also de%nably-connected. Therefore, by Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15,
U=W is a de%nably compact de%nably-connected de%nable solvable group and so by
Corollary 4.8 it is abelian. Therefore we have U (1)6d(U (1))6W . We now show that
W is torsion-free. In fact, by Theorem 5.8 W=W1×· · ·×Ws×V1×· · ·×Vk . Each Wi is
clearly torsion-free since it is a direct product of one-dimensional de%nably-connected
torsion-free de%nable groups. So it is enough to show that each Vi is torsion-free.
But Vi is an Ii-de%nable solvable group with no Ii-de%nably compact parts. We
prove the result by induction on dim Vi. If dim Vi = 1, then the result is clear again.
If dim Vi ¿ 1, then we have an Ii-de%nable normal proper subgroup H of Vi such
that Vi=H and H are Ii-de%nable solvable groups with no Ii-de%nably compact parts.
Since dimH; dim Vi=H ¡ dim Vi, both H and Vi=H are torsion-free by the induction
hypothesis. Suppose that x∈Vi has %nite order. Then its image in Vi=H has %nite
order, so it is the identity and therefore, x∈H and again x is the identity. So Vi is
torsion-free.
Claim 3. There is an in9nite de9nable abelian normal subgroup A of U which is a
de9nably irreducible, faithful de9nable U=CU (A)-module under conjugation.
Proof of Claim 3. Since U is not nilpotent, by Lemma 6.8, U has an in%nite proper
maximal normal de%nable subgroup X such that U=X is abelian. Therefore, d(U (1))
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is an in%nite de%nable normal proper subgroup of U and so U (2) ⊆ d(U (1))(1) ⊆
d(d(U (1))(1)) is nilpotent and in%nite. Otherwise U (2) would be %nite and since, by
Claim 2, U (1) is torsion-free, U (2)=1 and U (1) would be abelian. Now by Lemma 6.8,
Z(d(d(U (1))(1))) is in%nite. Now let A be an in%nite de%nable normal subgroup of U
contained in Z(d(d(U (1))(1))) and minimal for these properties. Note that we have
U (2)6CU (A) and U=CU (A) is in%nite because otherwise we would have A6Z(U )=
1. By minimality of A, we see that A is a de%nably irreducible, faithful de%nable
U=CU (A)-module under conjugation.
Corollary 6.6, U=CU (A) is abelian (since it is solvable) and therefore we have
1 = (U=C(U (A))(1) = U (1)CU (A)=CU (A)  U (1)=CU (1) (A). Hence, U (1) = CU (1) (A) i.e.,
A6Z(U (1)) = 1 contradicting Claim 3.
We %nish this subsection with the following result on de%nable nilpotent groups.
Recall that a group G is the central product of two subgroups H and K if G = HK
with H and K normal and H ∩ K6Z(G). We denote this by G = H ∗ K . We say
that a group H is divisible if for every n∈N and every x∈H there is y∈H such that
yn = x.
Theorem 6.10. Let B be a de9nable nilpotent group. Then B=B0 ∗F for some 9nite
subgroup F and the de9nably-connected component B0 of B is divisible.
Proof. We will %rst prove the result for the case A = B0 ⊆ Z(B). So suppose that
this holds. It is clear that A is divisible: for every m∈N, the kernel Ker[m] of the
multiplication by m homomorphism [m] :A → A, is a de%nable subgroup of A with
bounded exponent, and therefore by [27, Corollary 5.8], it is %nite and so dim(mA) =
dim A and mA= A because A is de%nably-connected.
By Corollary 3.11, there is a de%nable extension 1 → A → B j→G → 1 with
a de%nable section s :G → B. Let c be the corresponding de%nable 2-cocycle and let
: :G×A→ A given by :(g)(a)=¡s(g)¿ (a) be the corresponding de%nable G-module
structure on A. By Proposition 3.27, we can assume without loss of generality that B
is a de%nable group with domain A × G and group operation given by equation (7)
i.e., for all a; b∈A and for all x; y∈G; (a; x)(b; y) = (a + :(x)(b) + c(x; y); xy). Let
n= |G|. Since Ker[n] is a de%nable normal subgroup of A and B, by Remark 3.13 we
have a de%nable extension 1 → nA → nB l→G → 1 such that l ◦ [n] = j and nc is a
corresponding de%nable 2-cocycle. For each g∈G, let b(g) =∑k∈G c(g; k)∈A. Then
we have 0 = :(g)(c(h; k)) − c(gh; k) + c(g; hk) − c(g; h) by Eq. (6). Taking the sum
over elements of G, (note that
∑
k∈G c(g; hk) =
∑
k∈G c(g; k)) we obtain nc(g; h) =
:(g)(b(h))−b(gh)+b(g). Since A is divisible, there is a de%nable map a :G → A such
that for all g∈G, we have b(g)=na(g). Then nc(g; h)=:(g)(na(h))−na(gh)+na(g). It
follows from this that nc is the coboundary of na and so, by Proposition 3.28, we have
nB=nAoG. So G is a de%nable subgroup of nB. Let F1=[n]−1(G). Then by Remark
3.12, F1 is a normal %nite de%nable subgroup of nB and we have nB= (nA) ∗ F1. Let
F = [n]−1(F1). Then by Remark 3.12, F1 is a normal %nite de%nable subgroup of B
and B= A ∗ F .
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Let B be a counterexample to the theorem of minimal dimension.Then B is in%nite
and by the above, B0 is not contained in Z(B). Moreover, Z(B)0 is in%nite (other-
wise Z(B) is %nite, contradicting Lemma 6.8(2)). Also B=Z(B)0 is in%nite (otherwise
dim Z(B) = dim Z(B)0 = dim B and B0 = Z(B)0 ⊆ Z(B)) with dim(B=Z(B)0)¡ dim B.
Therefore B=Z(B)0 = (B=Z(B)0)0 ∗ F . Let H and K be de%nable normal subgroups of
B such that H=Z(B)0 =(B=Z(B)0)0 and K=Z(B)0 =F . We have K = B, dimK ¡ dim B
and so K =K0 ∗ F1. Now we have B= (K0H) ∗ F1 and by Exercise 14 on p. 6 in [2],
K0H is divisible and therefore, also de%nably-connected, i.e., K0H = B0.
7. Existence of strong denable choice
7.1. Existence of strong de9nable choice
Here we %nally prove that de%nable groups have strong de%nable choice. By a
de%nable topological space A ⊆ (N ∪ {−∞;+∞})m, we mean a de%nable set A ⊆
(N ∪{−∞;+∞})m with a uniformly de%nable topology i.e., there is a de%nable family
{O(a; x) : a∈A; x∈X } of de%nable subsets of A such that every a∈A, {O(a; x) : x∈X }
is a uniformly de%nable system of de%nable open neighbourhoods of a. For example,
a de%nable group is a HausdorN de%nable topological space.
Lemma 7.1. Let A ⊆ (N ∪ {−∞;+∞})m be a Hausdor? de9nable topological space.
Let {T (x) : x∈X } be a de9nable family of non-empty de9nable subsets of A such
that for each x∈X and for every de9nable map  : (c; d) ⊆ N → T (x), where
−∞6 c¡d6 +∞, the limit limt→d− (t) exists and is an element of T (x). Then
there is a strong de9nable choice t :X → A for the de9nable family {T (x) : x∈X }.
Proof. For each i = 0; : : : ; m − 1 let 5i : (N ∪ {−∞;+∞})m → (N ∪ {−∞;+∞})m−i
be the projection onto the %rst m− i coordinates. If a∈ 5i(A) and i= 1; : : : ; m− 1, let
Fi(a) = {b∈N : (a; b)∈ 5i−1(A)}, Si(x) = 5i(T (x)) and Bi = {(x; a) : x∈X; a∈ Si(x)}.
Note that, if T (x) = T (y) then Si(x) = Si(y).
For x∈X , let S0(x) = T (x), B0 = {(x; y) : x∈X; a∈ S0(x)} and let k0 :B0 → A be
given by k0(x; a)= a. The function k0 :B0 → A is a de%nable function such that for all
(x; a)∈B0, k0(x; a)∈T (x). Also for each x∈X , the map k0(x;−) : S0(x) → T (x) is a
de%nable injective map and, if T (x) = T (y), then k0(x;−) = k0(y;−).
Suppose that for i=0; : : : ; l¡m−1 we have constructed a de%nable function ki :Bi →
A with the required properties. We will construct a de%nable function kl+1 :Bl+1 → A
with the same properties. Let (x; a)∈Bl+1. Then a∈ Sl+1(x) and so {a} × Fl+1(a) ⊆
Sl(x). De%ne kl+1 :Bl+1 → A by kl+1(x; a)=supkl(x; {a}×Fl+1(a)) where the supremum
in T (x) is taken with respect to the de%nable ordering induced by kl(x;−), which is
an injective de%nable map from Sl(x) into T (x), from the natural ordering of {a} ×
Fl+1(a). By the hypothesis on T (x), the function kl+1 is well de%ned and for all
(x; a)∈Bl+1, kl+1(x; a)∈T (x). By the hypothesis on kl, for every x; y∈X , we have
kl+1(x;−) : Sl+1(x) → T (x) is a de%nable injective map and, if T (x) = T (y), then
kl+1(x;−) = kl+1(y;−).
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Note that for every x∈X , Sm−1(x) ⊆ N ∪ {−∞;+∞}. De%ne t :X → A by t(x) =
sup{km−1(x; a) : a∈ Sm−1(x)} where the supremum in T (x) is taken with respect to
the de%nable ordering induced by km−1(x;−). This is an injective de%nable map from
Sm−1(x) into T (x), from the natural ordering of Sm−1(x). By the hypothesis on T (x),
t is well de%ned and for all x∈X , t(x)∈T (x). By the hypothesis on km−1, for every
x; y∈X , if T (x) = T (y), then t(x) = t(y).
Theorem 7.2. Let U be a de9nable group and let {T (x) : x∈X } be a de9nable family
of non-empty de9nable subsets of U . Then there is a de9nable function t :X → U
such that for all x; y∈X we have t(x)∈T (x) and if T (x) = T (y) then t(x) = t(y).
Proof. Let R(U ) be the maximal de%nable solvable normal subgroup of U . Then by
Corollary 3.11, we have a de%nable extension 1 → R(U ) → U l→U=R(U ) → 1 with a
de%nable section s :U=R(U )→ U . By Proposition 3.23, U is de%nably isomorphic with
a de%nable group with domain R(U )×U=R(U ). By Fact 2.2(iii), if we show that R(U )
and U=R(U ) have strong de%nable choice, it will follow that U has strong de%nable
choice. But since U=R(U ) is de%nably semi-simple, it follows using [19, Theorem 4.1]
(i.e, Theorem 12 here), Remark 2.4 and Fact 2.2(iii) that U=R(U ) has strong de%nable
choice. Therefore, we may assume that U is a de%nable solvable group.
By Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 3.11 we have a de%nable extension 1 → V →
U l→U=V → 1 with a de%nable section s :U=V → U . By Proposition 3.23, U is
de%nably isomorphic with a de%nable group with domain V × U=V . Moreover, V =
K ×W1 × · · · ×Ws × V1 × · · · × Vk and K and U=V are de%nably compact de%nable
abelian groups. So by Fact 2.2(iii), it is enough to show the theorem for de%nable
groups of the form W1× · · · ×Ws ×V1× · · · ×Vk and for de%nably compact de%nable
abelian groups. But, by Remark 2.4 and Fact 2.2(iii), de%nable groups of the form
W1 × · · · ×Ws × V1 × · · · × Vk have strong de%nable choice, so we may assume that
U is a de%nably compact de%nable abelian group.
Let {T (x) : x∈X } be a de%nable family of non-empty de%nable subsets of U . Then,
the family {T (x) : x∈X }, where T (x) is the closure of T (x) in U , is a de%nable
family of non-empty de%nably compact de%nable subsets of U . By Lemma 7.1, there
is a strong de%nable choice l :X → U for the de%nable family {T (x) : x∈X }. Let O
be the de%nable neighbourhood of 1 in U which has strong de%nable choice given by
Lemma 2.3. And consider the de%nable family S={S(x) : x∈X } of non-empty de%nable
subsets of O where S(x)={z ∈O : l(x)z ∈ l(x)O∩T (x)}. Note that if T (x)=T (y) then
S(x) = S(y). Let s be a strong de%nable choice for S. Then clearly, t :X → U given
by t(x) = l(x) · s(x) is a strong de%nable choice for {T (x) : x∈X }.
Corollary 7.3 below was also proved in [22, Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 5.2], but
under the assumption that N has de%nable Skolem functions and using the theory of∨
-de%nable groups.
Corollary 7.3. Let A and B be de9nable abelian groups. Then the following hold.
(1) If there is an in9nite de9nable family of de9nable homomorphisms from A into
B, then there is a de9nable real closed 9eld whose additive group is de9nably
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isomorphic to a de9nable subgroup of B and a quotient of de9nable subgroups
of A.
(2) If A is in9nite, de9ned over a∈Nk and there is a de9nable subgroup of A which
is not de9ned over acl(a) (that is, there is an in9nite de9nable family of de9nable
subgroups of A), then there is a de9nable real closed 9eld whose additive group
is de9nably isomorphic to a quotient of de9nable subgroups of A.
Proof. (1) Let : : S × A → B be an in%nite de%nable family of de%nable homomor-
phisms from A into B. Then by [22, Lemma 2.17], there is {a1; : : : ; an} ⊆ A such that
for s∈ S, :(s) is determined by its values on this %nite set. Therefore, we can identify
S with a de%nable subset of A × · · · × A (n times) and so, by Theorem 7.2 and Fact
2.2(i), S has strong de%nable choice. Now the rest of the proof is obtained by adapting
the proof of (1) in [22].
(2) The argument in the proof of [22, Corollary 5.2] together with Theorem 7.2
reduces the proof of (2) to case (1).
7.2. More on de9nable extensions
In this subsection we apply Theorem 7.2 to the theory of de%nable group extensions.
Denition 7.4. Let (A; C) be a de%nable G-kernel. We say that ; >∈ C are de9nably re-
lated if there is a de%nable function k :G → A such that for all x∈G >(x)=〈k(x)〉(x).
In this case we have h>(x; y) = k(x)(x)(k(y))h(x; y)k(xy)−1 for all x; y∈G.
Remark 7.5. By Theorem 7.2, any two ; >∈ C are de%nably related. In fact, since
–(>(x)) = –((x)) for all x∈G, for each x∈G we have a non-empty de%nable subset
T (x)={b∈A :∀a∈A; >(x)(a)=(¡b¿(x))(a)} of A and {T (x) : x∈G} is a de%nable
family; by Theorem 7.2, there is a strong de%nable choice k :G → A and we have
>(x) = 〈k(x)〉(x) for all x∈G.
Using Remark 7.5, the proof of the next result is just like the proof of [6, Theorem
10.1].
Remark 7.6. There is a canonical map from KN(G; B) into H 3N(G; B; C0), sending
(A; C) into c(A;C) and (A; C)∈EKN(G; B) if and only if c(A;C) =1. By Remark 3.30, this
map is a homomorphism with kernel EKN(G; B).
8. Denable rings
In this section we apply our results on de%nable abelian groups to describe de%nable
rings. We start by recalling some facts about de%nable rings.
Let U be a de%nable ring. Then by [17, Lemma 4.1], U can be equipped with a
unique de%nable manifold structure making the ring into a topological ring and, by
[19, Lemma 1.11], de%nable homomorphisms between de%nable rings are topological
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homomorphisms. In fact, by [17, Lemma 4.1], if N is an o-minimal expansion of a
real closed %eld then U equipped with the above unique de%nable manifold structure is
a Cp ring for all p∈N and by [19, Lemma 1.11], de%nable homomorphisms between
de%nable rings are Cp homomorphisms for all p∈N.
It follows from the DCC for de%nable groups, that U satis%es the descending
chain condition (DCC) on de%nable left (resp., right and bi-) ideals. Let U 0 be the
de%nable-connected component of zero in the additive group of U . Then U 0 is the
smallest de%nable ideal of U of %nite index. We say that U is de%nably-connected if
U 0 = U . Finally we mention the following result, see [23, Theorem 4.1], which we
generalise below.
Theorem 8.1 (Peterzil and Steinhorn [23]). If U is an in9nite de9nable associative
ring without zero divisors, then U is a division ring and there is a one-dimensional
de9nable subring I of U which is a real closed 9eld such that U is either I , I(
√−1),
or the ring of quaternions over I .
Theorem 8.2. LetU be a de9nably-connected de9nable ring (not necessarily associative).
Let V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk be the additive subgroups of U given by Theorem 5.8.
Then A∈{V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk} is a de9nable ideal of U , A∈{K;W1; : : : ; Ws}
and U=V are de9nable rings with zero multiplication and each Vi (with i=1; : : : ; k) is
an Ii-de9nable ring whose additive group has no Ii-de9nably compact parts where
Ii is the de9nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed 9eld given by Theorem 5.8.
Proof. By Remark 5.9, A∈{V; K;W1; : : : ; Ws; V1; : : : ; Vk} is a de%nable ideal of U .
By Corollary 7.3 (1), if A∈{K;W1; : : : ; Ws; U=V}, then A is a de%nable ring with
zero multiplication since, multiplication on A is continuous, induces a de%nable family
of de%nable endomorphisms of A and A is de%nably-connected (by Lemma 3.15 in the
case U=V ). Finally, by construction of Ii, Vi is a Ii-de%nable ring.
Theorem 8.3. Let I be a de9nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed 9eld I =
(I; 0; 1;+; ·) and let U be an I-de9nable ring (not necessarily associative) whose
additive group has no I-de9nably compact parts. Let W and V be the additive
de9nable subgroups of U given by Theorem 5.10 and such that U =W ×V . Then W
and V are I-de9nable ideals of U , the ideal W has zero multiplication. The ideal
V is an I-de9nable ring such that PV = V=annVV is a 9nitely generated I -algebra
(and therefore I -de9nable). If PV is associative, then it is I-de9nably isomorphic to a
9nitely generated I -subalgebra of some Mn(I) and has a nilpotent 9nitely generated
ideal Z such that PV=Z is I-de9nably isomorphic to
⊕m
j=1 Mkj (Dj) where for each
j = 1; : : : m, Dj is either I , I(
√−1), or the ring of quaternions over I .
Proof. Since W is the maximal I-de%nable additive subgroup of U which is a product
of copies of the one-dimensional, torsion-free, linearly bounded I-de%nable group, and
since V is the maximal I-de%nable additive subgroup of U which has no I-de%nable
additive subgroup I-de%nably isomorphic to a product of copies of the one-dimensional,
torsion-free, linearly bounded I-de%nable group, it follows that the additive I-de%nable
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subgroups W and V of U are invariant under every I-de%nable endomorphism of U .
Therefore, the additive I-de%nable subgroups W and V of U are I-de%nable ideals
of U .
By Corollary 7.3(1), W has zero multiplication since multiplication on W is a con-
tinuous map inducing an I-de%nable family of I-de%nable endomorphisms of W and
W is I-de%nably-connected. The fact that PV is I-de%nably isomorphic with a %nitely
generate I -algebra which, if it is associative, is I-de%nably isomorphic to a %nitely
generated I -subalgebra of some Mn(I) follows from (the proof of) [17, Lemma 4.3].
By [1] there is a nilpotent %nitely generated ideal Z of PV such that PV=Z is I-de%nably
semi-simple and therefore PV=Z is I-de%nably isomorphic to
⊕m
j=1 Mkj (Dj) where for
each j=1; : : : m, Dj is either I , I(
√−1), or the ring of quaternions over I . For details
see [1, Chapter 5, Section 13, Corollary 20, Theorem 23 and Theorem 16]].
Denition 8.4. Recall that a Lie ring is an additive group L with a bilinear product
(called bracket) [x; y] such that for all x; y; z ∈L (i) [x; x] = 0 and (ii) [[x; y]; z] +
[[y; z]; x] + [[z; x]; y] = 0 (Jacobi identity). L is abelian if for all x; y∈L, [x; y] = 0.
Since a de%nable Lie ring is a de%nable ring, Theorem 8.2 applies to de%nable Lie
rings. Theorem 8.5 below is the Lie ring analogue of Theorem 8.3 and is proved
in the same way using the Lie ring analogue of Lemma 4.3 in [17] i.e., let I be
a de%nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed %eld I = (I; 0; 1;+; ·) and let U be
an I-de%nably-connected I-de%nable Lie ring of dimension n. Then the I-de%nable
map D :U → Mn(I) given by D(u) = d0(u) where for u∈U and x∈U , u(x) =
[u; x], is an I-de%nable Lie ring homomorphism with kernel annUU = {u∈U : [u; x]=
0 for all x∈U}.
Theorem 8.5. Let I be a de9nable o-minimal expansion of a real closed 9eld I =
(I; 0; 1;+; ·) and let U be an I-de9nable Lie ring whose additive group has no
I-de9nably compact parts. Let W and V be the additive de9nable subgroups of
U given by Theorem 5.10 and such that U =W ×V . Then W and V are I-de9nable
Lie ideals of U , the ideal W is an abelian I-de9nable Lie ring, V is an I-de9nable
Lie ring such that PV =V=annVV is I-de9nably isomorphic to a 9nitely generated Lie
subalgebra of some Mn(I).
9. For further reading
The following articles were not speci%cally cited in the text but may be of interest
to the reader: Hoschchild [7,8], Loveys and Peterzil [11] and Nesin et al. [16].
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